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Today I want to talk about advocacy cycle and connect it to previous
sessions about challenges to our personal leadership capacity and also
go beyond it because we are talking about our work and what we do.

Starting with this picture in the ocean, I found this picture in Oxfam and
if you can tell what it is, its advocates/activists sitting and having a
meeting and being very serious about solving some problems but they
also see there is a potential to get pulled into an ocean that can be very
overwhelming. If you notice what they are wearing, they are wearing
orange life jackets so they are very prepared if they get pulled into the
ocean. We want to talk about how do we prepare ourselves in these
situations as activists and what do we do, what tools do we have. One
of the things is this idea of advocacy and so on.
I wanted to start with that image because even though it looks like it
could be scary and they could be washed away, they are actually very
prepared and they are enjoying themselves so even in the work that we
do as overwhelming as it may be.

This is a quick definition of advocacy and this is of course the English
definition of the word. It says noun, it’s a thing, the act of pleading for,
supporting or recommending. But what it really is its more a verb, more
an action and many of you have this in your own languages as far as
what we do to fight for a cause, is what it is. Advocacy can be on
different levels but its really about taking some issue and doing
something about it whether its in your family, community or larger world.
Think of a word that you use that means the same thing as advocacy,
be it in your own language or another English word that you use that
means these things that you think affects people also.

Since we are women of faith and leadership, this idea of starting with
God and faith is very important to us. So advocacy with the idea of God
or with the idea of faith is something that we want to make is placed
throughout everything that we do. What I found especially important
was advocacy helps us understand as women of faith leaders we really
have to be prepared, we need to have a plan and not do things without
being mindful, the reason that comes across is we know people of faith
accountability is very very important to us, we are accountable to God,
our community and we are accountable on so many different levels. So
if we are doing advocacy then we need to think about it as a plan as a
forward moving action and not as something that happens by chance.
There is also this sense of

Even though we talk about a plan and things as part of the tools that we have,
we also don’t forget that praying and bringing that prayer aspect to our
advocacy work is also a tool. Whether we are praying individually for
something we are advocating for or we create a prayer group or organize a
public prayer vigil where we bring people together, we are always going back
to the root which is our connection with God. When we do it as leaders, we
model it for others.
The other things that cut through are the reflections throughout the process
and intention. If we don’t have intention for what we are doing then we are
never sure whether we are doing what we should be doing or if we are doing
something useful.

These are more examples that I wanted to share with you of ways to
look at advocacy and that advocacy is faith and action. It is something
that we need to do as a movement, as something that we are called to
do. Advocacy besides doing the right thing, its about grounding it in
some different ways that connect us with people but also with our own
faith and self.

This is another example that I wanted to share from the Muslim
perspective.
The second is a saying of the Prophet about when you see injustice and
what you should be doing and the fact that it is action oriented, it’s a
reaction to what’s happening but its also you can advocate and work on
different levels, whatever is appropriate for you.

This is a reminder, its something beautiful that Alice Walker said in one
of her books, all of us have our small imperfect stones, she is saying
that we all carry something that in its way beautiful even if its imperfect
but we bring them together to create something big. This is an exercise
that we can do with people about bringing together small pieces of
stone to build something big and that’s what advocacy is about. We are
all building something together, but we can’t build this without bringing
these pieces.

I looked at many different models for advocacy planning and there are
so many of them that are very complex, but I thought this one is very
simple and helps us organize our thoughts. It even fits nicely with our
Personal Leadership Development Pan.
1.
planning
2.
Recruitment
3.
Engagement and leadership development
4.
Mobilizing
5.
Celebration and evaluation

Step 1: planning advocacy:
This goes back to intention
and planning and part of that is being very clear about what we have
done in the past in the work that I have been involved in, and what have
been obstacles in the past.

Identify and prioritize the target districts or areas where you will focus
efforts.

Develop internal and external messages to support your organizing.

This helps you to understand when you want to advocate for something
what kind of issues would they be. Generally when we are trying to
advocate for something, its not about ourselves, as leaders its about
advocating for others. These issues are usually smaller issues that
connect to something larger. We are not talking about taking on world
hunger and advocating for it, we are taking about issues that affect your
community, your country that you can address that then have ripple
effects to a larger cause.
They have to be something that people can rally around as solutions for
a problem.

On the left, it’s a problem tree and if you look at it you can see that the
roots of one set of things and and the branches have another. Basically
what this is representing is the problems that you see on the top on the
branches, you see somebody with no money or ill health, living in a
slum, etc. you see problems and people say that we need to solve
these problems and a lot of times people try to advocate for those
problems but what this is showing, which I think is interesting if you go
below underground, you find that there are basic issues, the roots of the
problems as you can see that are much deeper and go further down
and they are not issues that people identify because they do not see
them or because they find them to be too complicated.
What you see on the right is a solution tree, what they have done here
is that they pasted on solutions to all these different issues. If somebody
is failing their exam, they pass their exam, if somebody has ill health,
they have good health. It just means that people are responding to
these problems in a very simplistic way. but if you look deeper, down to
the roots, they problems are being solved even though they are more

deeper, more difficult, but they are more sustainable.
As women of faith leaders we have to think, are we really addressing the roots
of what the problems are rather than throwing a solution at something and
hoping it works out.
I don’t agree with all the solutions, so I want to make sure that I make that
clear but I thought this is a good representation of how think about problems
and solutions.

As we are thinking about the problems, we are still at the first phase of
planning. If we are thinking about the problem then we can come up
with the goal and objective.
You have an advocacy goal, which is long term and is vision for
change.
Then you have advocacy objective, which is the specific change that
you can bring about that contributes to reaching your goal.
This is helpful in organizing your thoughts.

Setting the goal and here we are talking about long term advocacy
goals, you really need to have some aspect of organization to them.
This acronym SMART, which is Specific, Measureable, Achievable,
Realistic and Time-bound. This goes back to what we started with, as
people of faith we are taught to be intentional but taught to be very
pragmatic in how we achieve goals that may be difficult to do so we
have to have a plan. The more specific we are, the more measurable
our plan is, it becomes more achievable and its realistic, and timebound.

The second part of the advocacy cycle is recruitment, its important to
remember that as advocates not to do do for the sake of recruitment or
followers. Looking at how are we going to advocate for these issues
and what will motivate them.
We do have to

This is quick way to look at advocacy, if you can find people who have
interest in something you give them evidence and information to makes
see that change is needed, building relationships is a part of the
process and at the end of it we don’t advocate for change without giving
a solution. We don’t just advocate for social justice movements without
saying here is the wrong and here is the right. Its very critical.

Step 3 is about engagement and leadership development, throughout
the advocacy cycle, always celebrate the victories big and small.
This work is about community-building rather than list-building.

Step 4 is mobilizing, which is how do we take all this preparation and
training and planning and what do we do with it.
A lot of times in advocacy people make the mistake of trying to do too
many things. Being very conscious of what we are doing.

This is about mobilizing and communication, What is the message and
how do we create it, and how to get the message out.
Any planned communication activity should seek to achieve the
following goals:

The goals have to be to inform with evidence and statistics and so on,
we do have to persuade because we cant expect everyone to be in the
same place as we are about an issue, and we have to give people a
reason and a way to move to action.

Picture: Teaching a man to fish v. giving man a fish.
The message isn't just we want to solve a problem after identifying it,
but to teach people how to identify their problems and solutions.

This is just a way to organize our thoughts, this could be a template

.

The last step is evaluation, and celebrating your accomplishment.
Celebrate it and recognize the success but at the same time, we have
to be critical and reflect.
What did you accomplish?
Were your targets right?
What were unexpected roadblocks? How can you plan for those next
time?
What were unexpected successes? How can you learn from these
surprises?
You should ask yourself these questions in the beginning of a cycle and
at the end.

Monitoring and evaluation, its not just about reporting to funders but
also we learn through this experience as well so we can be more
effective next time. It also helps us to be accountable to God, funders,
managers, colleagues and so on.

The last point about evaluation, there are different ways to evaluate, by
collecting stories, collecting better understanding of how our work is
affecting people, these are ways of evaluating our work beyond the
reports that

we write.

What are the challenges to the planning? These are the challenges that
come with bad planning, these could also be difficulties that we face.
These are challenges but also opportunities to redo everything better.

we should always recognize as individuals what are the unique value
of what we are doing.
Document how people depend on your work.
Identify people who can advocate for solutions not just problems.
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Introductions
- Background in nonprofit and social enterprise marketing
- Now freelance consultant working with entrepreneurs & the
organizations that serve them on their marketing
- Overarching goal: helping people fall in love with the people/vision
behind the products/services
-Quick introductions of students– name, country, biggest question about
marketing

This is a basic overview of what I will be talking about:
We are going to spend a little bit of time talking about defining what
marketing is, communication vs. marketing and what is the difference,
and specifically what is cause marketing, how is it slightly different from
for-profit marketing/ corporate marketing.
The heart of what we will talk about is breaking down and giving you a
simple 5 step process to put together a marketing plan. It can be a very
long complicated process but I want to walk you with the systematic
phases of putting together a marketing plan.
There are 3 specific areas that I want to address:
Advocacy from a faith based perspective
Social media
Leveraging the press

What is marketing?
Marketing is using creative and effective means to move stakeholders
to action.
Marketing at its core is moving people to action, these are not any
people, these are stakeholders. stakeholders are people who have the
resources to help you achieve your goals, they usually have money, we
often think primarily about money when we think about marketing. From
a non-profit perspective, stakeholders could be the beneficiaries, they
could be the government officials that make it possible for us to do our
work.
We think about marketing as an organization, maybe as a program,
even as an individual as people are thinking about their careers, they
think who can I market myself. So you can think about marketing on
these different levels.
At the core of it, its about understanding and conveying the value of

what you’re doing to those who have the resources you need. Not just facts
and information but value, which is a much bigger concept than just saying
that I do these things and here are some key words that you need to know and
here are my 4 projects. Marketing is all about finding these people who have
resources that you need and convey your value.
Keep it simple, any specific action that we take when we do marketing is just
about getting somebody to take one next step, and if we get very clear on that
next step then our efforts are going to be more effective, we call it ‘Call to
Action’ that one next step that I want you to take, and it’s a part of a much
longer process that you are trying to do.

For-profit marketing is usually aimed at customers. Cause marketing is
actually more complex, because the stakeholders are more complex.
Specifically, when we talk about cause marketing or non-profit
marketing. The term non-profit can be a little tricky because non-profit is
a specific word to the US tax system, which I will get to in a moment.
But non-profits have








Donors: that could include foundations, individuals, organizations and
governments
Government officials, I mean the people who are opening the door for you
to be able to do your work, because they have power, maybe they are not
funding you but they could make or break the viability of your work.
Participants/Beneficiaries, they may be youth specifically in your country
but then the work they do benefits the whole community. Everybody who
is working in peace is usually focusing on some but for the benefit of all.
Volunteers, people who are getting involved, your team or your staff
whether they are paid or not.

I mentioned that the term non-profit comes from the US tax code, that’s
why we use it here and a word of warning, a lot of the information that
you will get online and there is a wealth of information there but so
much of it assumes that you are operating in a context where people
are getting a tax benefit for making a donation, individual or an
organization and so its very different if they are not because the
reasons they give are a bit different. You may still have a lot of
individual donors but it’s a slightly different situation. Realizing this as
you look at the resources that are out there, it changes the lens you are
looking at.
Maybe in your country, in part of my graduate school, I got to study
what the non-profit sector looks like in different countries and these
terms maybe more appropriate:

From your perspective, in your context, what drives that sector? Is it getting
donations? Is it advocating with your government? Because this is going to
help us understand how we market, who are the stakeholders that you are
trying to get?
I ask this because understanding the specific structure that you are operating
within helps you identify the stakeholders and what is really important to them,
because that is what marketing is, understanding what is important to that
stakeholder and how can I communicate in a way that moves them forward.

I will move us on to talk about these 5 key phases of marketing, I am
trying to make it very simple, you can go as detailed as you would like
with all of this, but keeping it all in perspective that its easy to focus on
one or the other will help us make sure that everywhere along the
process is being addressed.

An overview of these phases:
Before we do anything, we set our goals, identify what we want to
achieve, then we move on to figure out our audience, then craft a
message, what do we want to say, then choose your platform how and
where will you deliver that message and finally report back and
improve. So it’s a cycle.
Applies to cause marketing and for-profit marketing.
Steps 2-4 are explored in the recommended resources from
nonprofitmarketingguide.com.
We will talk through, but take time to write it down.

So you start off with setting a goal, deciding what you want to achieve,
not just a mission statement but what actions need to be taken. Goals
should be clear, strategic and they are what is going to guide you as
you make every step that follows.

Use SMART goals, it’s a popular way of setting goals, its effective, it’s
a small checklist and I even haven't mastered it. SMART is an acronym,
Strategic, Measurable, Achievable, Results-Oriented, Time-bound.
That’s not all a goal should be but it’s a good summary.

Look at the example I have here, its an imaginary project to use an
example, Grow my student ambassador program to 100 students per
county by Dec. 2016. it has a measurement of 100 student and it is
time-bound because I will know by Dec 2016 if I achieved it or not. If

you look at a goal and you can’t tell whether you achieved it or not then it will
not serve your purpose. It is strategic because it is moving my mission
forward, this is a group of students to move political action. And it is resultsoriented because its focused on what we are putting out.
Goal answers the question: how will I know this year was a success?
Make notes about your answers as we go! Write it down, because its easy to
say its all in my head but we don’t see the holes until we write it down and
improve.

Next step is finding your audience, prior to this session you should’ve
watched a Ted Talk by Seth Godin. He has done a lot to change the
marketing space over the last several years because he is very
influential. He talks a lot about tribes, I know that tribes in an American
context are different than tribes in a non-American context, the way he
is using the term tribe is not in an ethnic or regional distinction, its more
of what is it that drives people’s passion that ties them together, that
could be their experience as a culture, but it could also be like loving to
ride their bike to work and that love for biking binds them together and
that is the kind of tribe that we are talking about, its based on passion
and interest rather than about demographics tying people together.
First and foremost, thinking about what is it that forms a tribe around
your work and your mission. Is it peace? But go deeper, what does
peace mean to my audience? How does it look like? How will they
recognize it? So break it down and understand who is most likely to
take the action that I need so we never want to alienate anyone and in
our impulse to do that we say things that don’t mean anything to

anyone. So in marketing we use a message to convey to people who will
understand it, who are most likely to respond. With your cause you are trying
to build loyalty, who are the people who can build that tribe and become loyal
to your work.

Its important to identify the demographics of the your audience that you are
targeting but what really is going to make your message come to life is the
preferences piece, their values, what matters to them.
Knowing your audience is an ongoing discovery process. Become a student of
their needs and wants - Similarities to a human relationship. In a human
relationship with a friend, I want to sit down, understand and still I can never
fully understand but I will continue to be exploring and understanding that’s
what makes it magical and rewarding. Think of your audience in a similar way,
you are constantly learning and discovering.
Look at the example: Secondary students who share my faith and are studying
politics in a my region. So there are demographics, its talking about age,
location but its also talking about faith so that helps you understand, and
studying politics so you are overlaying these two pieces that helps you start
thinking what matters most to them.
Role of faith in connecting

Figure out what to say to your audience, your message should be
informed by your goals and what matters to the audience that you are
trying to move.
Your message starts from your mission statement, it should be the
foundation. Ask yourself, does your mission statement translate into
What does your organization do? For whom? How do you do it? And
Why does it matter? That is what comes out in your marketing, in the
message that you are crafting.
You take your big mission of what you are trying to do with goals and
priorities flowing out of it and then craft a message for this audience. A
strong message is going to convey value of what you offer, not just
facts and figures and why does that value matter. Value: the solution
you provide to the audience’s need.
It stands out in a crowd, it’s the competition piece, you have competition
whether you know it or not, somebody is competing for your audience’s
attention. Be clear on what you offer and how you stack up against the
competition. What/who is your competition with that audience? What is

your comparative advantage against that competition?
A big piece is that your message is audience-centric, its more about their
need, what need are you solving for them than it is about what you are doing.
That your message has a clear call to action, what is that next step you are
trying to get somebody to take?
Example: Students have the power to unite their voices and are needed to
make a change in the government. This is your message, this is not about
what your organization does, this is about students, its about their worth and
how important they are. This is an example of a audience centric message.
Tip: a good way to test your message is to explain it to your
mom/child/neighbor to see whether they understand it or not. Your message
should make sense to somebody who is totally outside of that field.

Once we have set our goals, identified our audience, and figured out
what we want to say, then we choose our platform.
Choosing a platform, Too often, this is where we start…and stay.
I recommended a podcast, called non-profit marketing guide, refer back
to that podcast to learn more.
Choose your platform, where and how will you deliver your message?
When we are trying to figure out what our platform should be, what
methods should we use to communicate our message? We are trying to
figure out how we can show up at the moment when your target
audience is making a decision to fill the need that you solve. There are
several different methods that are being used it is called a marketing
mix, it’s the combination of all these different things that we are using to
make sure that our solution is available when people need to solve that
problem. Figuring out when that is, is tricky and its not always one
moment in time.

We also use this hub/spoke model, its very popular it is based of a wheel, a
wheel has the hub in the middle and all the spokes flow out from it. The hub in
marketing is where you generate that content, where you are mainly conveying
your message, a lot of the time its going to be your website and then you have
your spokes, which everything flows off of that, you are not reinventing another
message, you are just tailoring it to these specific platforms.

-

Flyers distributed by school clubs
Facebook campaign featuring student testimonials
Article in local youth newspaper

The marketing environment is always changing – new techniques, new
needs, new rules – embrace it!
The last phase is reporting back and improving, we want to know what
was accomplished? How can we do it better?

When you have given someone a call to action, like call your local
representative, write this letter to this company, or show up to this rally,
its really important to let them know why it mattered because that builds
a relationship and lays a foundation for what comes next.

Example: A party honoring all student ambassadors with awards for most
effective chapters and request to share why they signed up on social media.
You throw a party for somebody, they are more likely to post it on social media,
which gets the word out about what you do. If you know you are working with
youth and that’s where youth are.
These are the 5 phases: setting a goal, identifying an audience, crafting a
message, selecting your platform and then reporting back and improving.

I am going to be talking about advocacy, social media and the press.
First is advocacy, my brother works for a faith-based advocacy
organization its called Bread for the World that focuses on hunger
advocacy, so I got together with him and talked a bit about how they
think about marketing because they are moving people here in the US
to advocate for hunger issues. I got great feedback from him, some of
the things we have already talked about, there were a lot of
commonalities that came up. Trust is the essential ingredient when it
comes to any form of marketing but especially when it comes to
advocacy. Trust - positioning your organization as a trusted authority,
so that when you say “move”, the audience is primed to move. “This
issue matters. Here’s how you can help.” Vs. “Do this action because
this issue matters.” (keeping issue primary, rather than the action)
The specifics of how you are moving people to advocate, those you are
trying to make them take action, they have to trust you as the one who
is equipping them with this, if you are a trusted voice for them then they

are able to accept what you take and use it. You are essentially asking to do
that work of your organization.
These 3 steps for structuring your message are a great way to do that, before
you dive in your message,
start who who am I as a person of faith? This is my faith and this is what
matters to me. Then get a little deeper, once you established your faith
credibility, now what about that faith drives us to be advocates, we talk about
teachings and scripture, we look at the writing of our mystics and our prophets
who give us resources and put up those things, which are not something my
organization created, not a marketing brochure that I have for you, it is outside
of us. We talk about why does that matters, why is it that this is a very a
natural outflow of this shared faith and then we direct it to a specific issue. So
we have said we share this faith, we are really compelled to speak to those
who do not have a voice and here is a specific way of how we can do that.
As we do that we move on a

The process of building trust will be happening as you

If I can tell you anything about social media, its Listen! Listen before
you do. So often, we jump in phase 4 of choosing a platform (I need a
website, I need to be on social media, I need a brochure) you do need
those things but if you haven't done all that work of setting goals, finding
your audience and crafting your message, then when you show up to
that platform, what do you say? So spending time listening before we
jump in and figuring out who is our audience and what they care about,
who are the influencers (certain people on social media platforms that
get people to respond in a community) is it a political figure? Religious
figure? Maybe it’s a blogger, what are they saying and what are they
not saying, that’s a good way to notice the choices that they are
making. The way we know what is successful is by engagement, they
are starting a conversation, and people are responding and trying to
decode that. A good way to think of this is just like walking into a room,
there are people talking at different configurations, there is one guy
shouting in the corner by himself nobody is listening to him, there is
another person talking in the other corner and 12 people are standing
around them but they are not really listening they are talking to each

other, and then there is a group of 3 people in the corner one person is
talking and the other two are really listening, its not a huge crowd but its very
substantive. You find this arrangement in social media as well.
Join the conversations your audience is having, those meaningful
conversations.

To tailor the message to platform, see addthis.com article from materials

Our last piece is the press, how to get the most out of that media
coverage?
It’s a form of earned media, thinking about it as earned media, realizing
its really different, if you ever had an article published about the work
you do, then you know that you don’t have control over the message.
What we realize is that we are

Tell a story about an individual who brings your work to life. Not just about your
organization/cause or what you do.

This is a big part of how Seth Godin changed the way marketer think
about themselves in the last several years by focusing more on story
telling. ‘
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I. Introduction
1.
The mandate of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief was created
by the Commission on Human Rights pursuant to its resolution 1986/20 and renewed by the
Human Rights Council in its resolutions 6/37, 14/1 and 22/20.1
2.
In its resolution 25/12, the Human Rights Council condemned “all forms of
violence, intolerance and discrimination based on or in the name of religion or belief, and
violations of the freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, as well as any advocacy
of religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence,
whether it involves the use of print, audiovisual or electronic media or any other means”.
Against that background, the present report, in its section II, focuses on preventing violence
committed in the name of religion and, in its section III, includes specific recommendations
addressed to all relevant stakeholders.

II. Preventing violence committed in the name of religion
A.

A complex phenomenon
3.
Violence committed “in the name of religion”, that is, on the basis of or arrogated to
religious tenets of the perpetrator,2 is a complex phenomenon in different parts of the world.
The brutality displayed in manifestations of such violence often renders observers
speechless. While in some countries violence in the name of religion remains a local or
regional phenomenon, acts of terrorism carried out intentionally to send global messages
have been increasingly prominent in recent years. In that context, prima facie “archaic” acts
of cruelty seem to be cynically “staged” in order to cater to modern media voyeurism,
which adds yet another dimension of humiliation to the suffering of victims and their
families.
4.
Violence in the name of religion can be in the form of targeted attacks on individuals
or communities, communal violence, suicide attacks, terrorism, State repression,
discriminative policies or legislation and other types of violent behaviour. It can also be
embedded and perpetuated in the status quo in various forms of structural violence justified
in the name of religion. Perpetrators comprise different types of non-State actors, but also
State agencies or — quite often — a combination of both. In some countries, armed groups
invoke religion to justify atrocities such as targeted mass killings, extrajudicial and
summary executions, enforced disappearances, torture, sexual violence, indiscriminate
attacks against civilians, mass expulsions, enslavement or systematic destruction of certain
communities. In other countries, vigilante groups harass religious minorities by vandalizing
cemeteries and places of worship, grabbing lands or properties and threatening their
security.
5.
The main problem in a number of countries stems from the State’s failure in
combating terrorism or violence of non-State actors, while certain State agencies in other
countries support such violence directly or indirectly, for example, by promoting hatred
against religious minorities or by turning a blind eye to violence, hence indulging a culture
1
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of impunity. Human rights violations can even originate directly from the State apparatus
itself, for example, when a Government resorts to violent repression in order to “defend” a
State religion or existing religious hegemonies against perceived threats by religious
competitors or internal dissidents. The State’s involvement with violence in the name of
religion thus shows a broad variety of patterns, ranging from lack of capacity to indirect or
direct forms of complicity or deliberate policies of religious discrimination, sometimes
even culminating in formal endorsement or systematic orchestration of such violence by the
State.
6.
Violence in the name of religion disproportionately targets religious dissidents,
members of religious minorities or converts.3 People suspected of undermining national
cohesion are also frequent targets of intolerant violence. Attacks will also likely increase
where there is a recognized “official” or State religion or when a religion is used as a
medium to define national identity. Moreover, vigilante groups, sometimes with the support
of law enforcement agencies, attack people, in particular women, whose ways of life are
deemed “immoral” from the standpoint of certain narrowly defined religious codes of
conduct.
7.
However, violence in the name of religion also affects followers of the very same
religion, possibly also from a majority religion, in whose name such acts are perpetrated.
Voices of moderation or critics who actively oppose the abuse of their religion for the
justification of violence bear an increased risk of being accused of “betrayal” or
“blasphemy” and having retaliatory penalties inflicted upon themselves.
8.
The relevance of the issue with respect to freedom of religion or belief is obvious
since violence in the name of religion is a source of many of the most extreme violations of
this human right, usually in conjunction with other human rights violations as well.
Freedom of religion or belief, due to its nature as a human right, protects human beings
rather than religions. The starting point for any assessment of religious or belief pluralism
must therefore be the self-understandings of human beings in this area, which may be quite
diverse.
9.
Victims of violence come from all religious or belief backgrounds. They comprise
adherents to large “traditional” communities and followers of small or new religious
movements, which are often stigmatized as “sects”. Furthermore, atheists and agnostics
suffer in many countries from a climate of intimidation, repression or violence. Another
frequently neglected group of people are the adherents to different indigenous beliefs, who
are also targets of violence carried out by State agencies and/or non-State actors.
10.
Countless examples demonstrate that violence in the name of religion usually
displays a pronounced gender dimension. 4 Many women and girls are victims of “honour”
killings, acid attacks, amputations or floggings, sometimes pursuant to penal codes that are
based on religious laws. Women and girls also disproportionately suffer from sexual
violence, such as rape, abduction, sexual enslavement, female genital mutilation, forced
marriage, often in conjunction with forced conversion, or other cruelties.
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11.
Furthermore, homophobic and transphobic violence against lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender (LGBT) persons may also be perpetrated in the name of religion. Those
perceived as LGBT may be targets of organized abuse, including by religious extremists. 5
Violence against LGBT persons includes brutal gang rapes, so-called “curative” rapes and
family violence owing to their sexual orientation and gender identity. 6 There is a strong
connection between discrimination in law and practice, and incitement to violence in the
name of religion and violence itself. Violence against women and against LGBT persons is
often justified and given legitimacy by discriminatory laws based on religious laws or
supported by religious authorities, such as laws criminalizing adultery, homosexuality or
cross-dressing. The Human Rights Committee has noted with concern hate speech and
manifestations of intolerance and prejudice by religious leaders against individuals on the
basis of their sexual orientation, in a broader context of acts of violence, including killings
of LGBT persons.7 There have also been reports of direct violence exercised by religious
authorities against LGBT persons, although many of them are religiously interested in
practising.

B.

Overcoming simplistic interpretations
Inadequacy of isolating “religion” as a factor in conflict descriptions

1.

12.
The experience that religion is invoked in civil wars, communal violence, terrorist
acts or other violent conflicts causes some observers to use the label “religion” broadly and
loosely when analysing those phenomena. Multidimensional violent conflicts are often
described along religious lines. Although such descriptions may capture some relevant
elements of the phenomena, they fail to understand the complexity of the issues. Headlines
such as “religious violence”, “religious civil war” or “sectarian conflicts” tend to obfuscate
the significance of non-religious factors, in particular political factors, for an adequate
understanding of the core problems.
13.
Non-religious factors that deserve to be taken seriously may include intricate historic
legacies of a country, a climate of political authoritarianism, military interventions, extreme
poverty, social, cultural, economic and political discrimination, exclusion and
marginalization, inequalities, caste hierarchies, ethnic fragmentation, rapid demographic
changes, patriarchal values and a “macho” culture, migration processes, a widening gulf
between urban and rural areas, the breakdown of meaningful public discourse, lack of
intergroup communication, endemic corruption and political cronyism, widespread
disenchantment with politics, general loss of trust in weak or inexistent public institutions,
and a culture of impunity and denial for past serious violations of international human
rights and humanitarian law. Any specific incident of violence in the name of religion
warrants a careful, contextualized analysis of all relevant factors, including the broader
political environment. It will thereby become clear that religion is almost never an isolated
root cause of violent conflicts or attacks.
14.
An isolated focus on religion in descriptions of violence, conflicts and civil wars
often creates the risk of nourishing fatalistic attitudes. The impression that seemingly
“perpetual” religious or denominational differences lie at the root of respective problems
can exacerbate feelings of helplessness and lead to inaction. However, if it is wrongly
assumed that certain violent conflicts have their decisive root causes in religious strife that
allegedly started centuries or even millennia ago, this will likely distract attention from the
5
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responsibilities that Governments, community leaders, media representatives, civil society
organizations and international agencies have today.
15.
Moreover, it is important to avoid “essentialist” views that falsely ascribe violence
to the essence of certain religions or to religion in general. The formulation “violence in the
name of religion” in the present report is deliberately chosen to emphasize the fact that the
perpetrators of violent crimes are always human beings, not religions as such. It is human
beings — individuals, groups, community leaders, State representatives, non-State actors
and others — who invoke religion or specific religious tenets for the purposes of
legitimizing, stoking, spreading or escalating violence. In other words, the relationship
between religion and violence can never be an immediate one; it always presupposes
human agency, that is, individuals or groups who actively bring about that connection — or
who challenge that connection.
2.

Inadequacy of the instrumentalization thesis
16.
Whereas an isolated focus on religion ignores the relevance of political and other
non-religious factors, the “instrumentalization thesis”, by contrast, from the outset denies
that religious motives can play a genuine role in incidents of violence. Instead, it is assumed
that perpetrators of such violence merely “instrumentalize” religion for political, economic
or other mundane purposes. The term “instrumentalization” conveys the impression that
religious persuasions themselves have little, if anything, to do with the acts of violence
perpetrated in their name.
17.
However, downplaying the significance of religious motives, fears and obsessions in
this context would be factually wrong and conceptually inappropriate in many cases. It
would furthermore mean that religious communities and their leaderships are from the
outset excluded from taking any genuine responsibility for violence in the name of religion
and, by implication, cannot contribute meaningfully towards tackling the problem.
18.
It remains true that acts of violence cannot be attributed to religions per se or to any
particular religion, as these acts are always carried out by human beings pursuing certain
aims in particular social, economic, political and historical contexts. Yet it is equally true
that human agency comprises a broad range of motives, including religious ones. While in
some cases violent attacks may be orchestrated by Machiavellian strategists who whip up
religious sentiments, there are obviously religious fanatics who seem to believe that, by
torturing or killing fellow human beings, they actually perform a service to God. Moreover,
it is a disturbing reality that religious fanatics may find some admirers and supporters
within their broader communities who mistakenly resort to violence as a manifestation of
strong religious commitment. Religious communities and their leaders, including
theologians of various denominations, have a responsibility to tackle this problem on the
basis of a clear analysis of its various root causes, including narrow-minded and polarizing
interpretations of religious messages.

3.

A broad range of factors and actors
19.
The two above-mentioned simplistic interpretations often appear in discussions
about violence in the name of religion. What both interpretations have in common is that,
albeit in different ways, they ignore relevant factors and actors. The isolated focus on
religion neglects the significance of human agency in general, political and other nonreligious factors in particular, thus possibly leading to fatalism in the face of seemingly
perpetual sectarian strife. By contrast, the instrumentalization thesis trivializes the role that
religious motives may play in committing and supporting acts of violence, leading to
inadequate responses from religious communities and their leaders.
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20.
The Special Rapporteur is convinced that policies aimed at overcoming violence in
the name of religion must be based on a comprehensive understanding of all underlying
factors and responsible actors. This is the sine qua non for mobilizing all relevant
stakeholders to do their utmost to eliminate such violence.

C.

Root causes, factors and political circumstances
21.
Violence committed in the name of religion is a complex reality. Given the word
limits of the present report, the Special Rapporteur will restrict himself to a few nonexhaustive typological observations.8

1.

Narrow-minded interpretations of religions
22.
For many people, religion is a very emotional issue, deeply connected to feelings of
identity, devotion and group attachment. Religious convictions can drive people to push
their boundaries and perform acts of solidarity, compassion and charity. However, this
enormous potential can also turn into a destructive force, feeding collective polarization,
narrow-mindedness and violent fanaticism.
23.
Religious fanaticism is a danger that exists in different religions and beliefs.
Attempts to derive a propensity for violence directly from specific theological features of
particular religions are highly problematic. Not only do they fail to do justice to the wide
range of violent manifestations connected to most different religions and beliefs, including
secular worldviews; they also neglect the decisive factor of human agency as pointed out
before.
24.
Although most religions claim a transcendent — and in this sense “trans-human” —
origin, religious sources and normative codes of conduct always accommodate different
readings that are actively undertaken by human beings. Thus, human agency is inevitably
involved in interpreting religious traditions, dogmas, laws or identities. Open-minded
interpretations that encourage tolerance, empathy and solidarity across boundaries may
exist alongside narrow-minded interpretations of the same religion, which lead to polarized
worldviews and a militant rejection of people holding other persuasions. Whatever the
ultimate origins of a religious belief are thought to be, human beings bear in any case
responsibility for the practical consequences that they draw from the interpretation of their
faith. This particularly applies to religious teachers, preachers and community leaders,
whose influence should always be connected with an enhanced sense of responsibility.
25.
Whenever violence is justified by the invocation of religion or arrogated to religious
tenets, the specific interpretations, for example, religious ideas, concepts, images or
anxieties, should be taken seriously. Although they should not be seen in isolation from
broader political and other factors, it would be too easy simply to dismiss polarizing
religious interpretations as mere excuses for acts of aggression. At the same time, the
pitfalls of essentialism can be avoided by bearing in mind that it is always human beings, in
their various roles and positions, who remain the responsible agents for any justifications
and commission of violence.

2.

Loss of trust in public institutions
26.
The seeds of religious fanaticism fortunately do not always find fertile ground.
Whereas in many societies those promoting religious narrow-mindedness, violence or even
terrorism do not succeed in mobilizing many followers, in other countries their
8
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opportunities may be higher. There are societies in which the voices of fanaticism resonate
strongly and in some countries they have even managed to infiltrate important parts of the
State apparatus or to lead the Government.
27.
One main factor, which typically makes larger groups of people receptive to
messages of religious extremism, is a general loss of trust in public institutions. What often
starts with endemic corruption and political cronyism may end up in a total disenchantment
with State politics by large parts of the population. However, if people have lost any trust in
the fair functioning of public institutions, they will try to manage their lives by resorting to
their own support networks. Frequently, such networks are defined along ethnic or religious
lines.
28.
When overarching public institutions lose their credibility, groupings defined by
ethnic and/or religious loyalties at the same time gain more importance. Such fragmentation
processes typically produce inward-looking mentalities, collective anxieties and attitudes of
general suspicion against everything happening outside of the boundaries of one’s own
group. Where the willingness to trust people is gradually shrinking to an internal circle,
collective narrow-mindedness will be a likely consequence. In this situation, polarizing
apocalyptic religious messages may become “attractive” since they actually seem to match
the mind-set of people who feel that they live under siege in a hostile and dangerous
political environment. Everyday anxieties and militant religious messages may thus blend
into each other.
29.
In such a precarious constellation, a sudden crisis such as an incident or even mere
rumours can easily ignite mass-scale violence, including atrocious acts of barbarism
justified in the name of religion. Owing to the lack of trustworthy overarching public
institutions, political hysteria may set in and further poison the relationship between
competing communities. The end result of this vicious cycle can be a climate of political
paranoia in which militarized groups fight each other by using all available means,
including religious condemnation and demonization. Militarized group identities defined
along religious lines and dichotomized religious worldviews can thus reinforce each other.
30.
The absence of trustworthy public institutions often goes together with a decline of
public communication. If negative rumours remain unchecked by any counter-evidence that
could be presented and discussed in public discourses, they may harden into fully-fledged
conspiracy projections. In such situations, apocalyptic images and violent messages, which
can be found within different religious traditions, may provide interpretative patterns for
assessing contemporary anxieties, thereby becoming an additional factor of violent
escalation.
3.

Policies of exclusion
31.
While many of the most extreme acts of violence in the name of religion currently
occur in the context of failing or failed States, State agencies can also be directly involved
in violent sectarian polarization. This is often the case where the State understands itself as
the guardian of one particular religion. If this is compounded with an “official” or State
religion, the negative impact on people belonging to religious minorities tends to be even
worse. Whereas the followers of the protected religion(s) usually receive a privileged
treatment, adherents to other religions or beliefs may suffer serious discrimination, such as
underrepresentation in public employment, exclusion from higher education or even
deprivation of citizenship. The experience of systematic exclusion almost inevitably leads
to divisiveness within the society.
32.
Policies of exclusion in the field of religion exist under different auspices. On the
one hand, there are a number of Governments that base their legitimacy on their role as
guardians of certain religious truth claims. Those people who do not adhere to the protected
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religion or those who follow interpretations deemed “deviant” may be publicly attacked as
“infidels”, “apostates” or “heretics”; some State may even exercise pressure in order to
forcibly convert them to the official religion of the country.
33.
On the other hand, there is an even broader group of States, including formally
secular States, which promote a particular religious heritage as an inherent part of their
national identity, without resorting to specific truth claims. Such national heritage can
either consist of one religion, which has largely shaped the national history, or comprise a
number of different religions or beliefs, which are officially recognized as constituting the
“traditional religious mosaic” of the nation. In fact, the fault lines resulting from harnessing
religion for the promotion of national identity often run between “traditional” and “nontraditional” religions, including religions or beliefs of immigrants. Individuals or groups
perceived as not fitting into the traditional self-understanding of the nation may be
suspected of undermining national cohesion or even acting as fifth columns in the interest
of “foreign powers” or “foreign donors”.
34.
Policies of exclusion are often manifested in hostile public statements made by
populist politicians, usually in conjunction with incitement to religious hatred in the media.
Sometimes, even very small minorities are demonized as allegedly posing a dangerous
threat to the long-term survival of the nation, or they are accused of being involved in
clandestine conspiracies. The Special Rapporteur has often noted a pronounced gender
dimension in hate speech, for example, the stoked fear of far-reaching demographic
changes allegedly in a strategic attempt of minorities to get the upper hand in the long run,
and as a result of a hyperbolic sexual drive ascribed to members of religious minorities,
who thereby are depicted as “primitive”. LGBT people have also been falsely portrayed in
religious discourse as “threatening” the survival of a nation or being part of a “conspiracy”
to control population growth.
35.
Policies of exclusion may also manifest themselves in formal acts of administration
or legislation. For instance, unwelcome religious minorities may confront insuperable
obstacles when trying to obtain a legal personality status without which they cannot
develop an infrastructure needed for running their community affairs in a sustainable
manner. Sometimes the very existence of such communities in a country is deemed
“illegal”. As a result, people belonging to such discriminated minorities typically suffer
systematic harassment and intimidation. A factor that further increases the likelihood of
harassment is anti-blasphemy laws or anti-proselytism laws, which may threaten criminal
punishments for vaguely circumscribed “offences”. Countless examples demonstrate that
such laws disproportionately affect minorities. Meanwhile, they may encourage selfappointed vigilante groups to commit acts of violent aggression, frequently with direct or
indirect support by law enforcement agencies.
4.

Impunity, trivialization and the culture of silence
36.
A major problem underneath violence in the name of religion is a culture of
impunity that exists in quite a number of countries. Often, victims and their families report
that the authorities do not provide efficient protection, that police reach the scene of
violence late or become bystanders watching the places of worship being torched or people
attacked by an aggressive mob. It is not always clear whether impunity results from a lack
of capacity or even reflects a certain degree of complicity by parts of the State apparatus.
37.
An additional factor that further aggravates the situation is the tendency of certain
Governments to ignore or downplay the systemic root causes of violence in the name of
religion. When addressing the issue, they may trivialize it as “sporadic incidents” allegedly
caused by a few irresponsible individuals, without acknowledging the broader structural or
political dimension of the issue. Official statistics displaying the frequency and patterns of
violence, including disaggregated data on the underlying motives, often do not exist.
9
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38.
In a climate of fear and intimidation in some countries — either caused by
aggressive non-State actors or by repressive Governments — the population may largely
refrain from even talking about violence committed in the name of religion. This constitutes
yet another layer of the problem. The growing culture of silence, often exacerbated by
restrictive laws, prevents responsible stakeholders from tackling the problem publicly and
strategically. Overcoming the culture of silence is a major precondition for holding
Governments accountable for relevant political actions and omissions, including situations
of impunity.

D.

The human rights framework
39.
The scourge of violence in the name of religion calls for concerted action of States,
religious and belief communities, interreligious initiatives, civil society and the media to
contain and eventually overcome this phenomenon. Human rights provide the normative
framework in which any policies tackling the problem and its root causes must be
developed. Their potential in this regard is manifold:
(a)
Human rights represent a broad moral consensus endorsed by the
international community and are binding under international law, thus combining moral
persuasiveness with legal force;
(b)
Human rights are connected with the establishment of infrastructure-relevant
institutions at the global, regional, national and subnational levels. This complex
infrastructure facilitates strategic cooperation between different stakeholders in the
implementation and monitoring of human rights;
(c)
The infrastructure of human rights institutions and mechanisms at different
levels — from global to local — can furthermore help to build or restore trust among
people, particularly in situations in which public institutions in a society have largely
ceased to function adequately;
(d)
Although human rights as legal norms do not themselves constitute an
overarching belief-system, the underlying principles — such as the respect for human
dignity, the equality of all human beings and the aspiration to universal justice — have
substantive overlaps with many religious, culture and philosophical traditions. Human
rights may therefore provide incentives for strengthening the awareness of the charitable
messages contained in different religions or beliefs in order to build resilience against
messages of hatred and violence;
(e)
Freedom of religion or belief, in conjunction with other human rights,
provides the normative basis for the coexistence and cooperation of people belonging to
most different religions or beliefs and obliges the State to provide an inclusive framework.
Furthermore, freedom of religion or belief assures that different communities and
subcommunities will receive protection.
40.
This non-exhaustive list shows the potential of human rights to bring together
various stakeholders who, in concerted actions, should do their utmost to combat violence
in the name of religion. Below, the Special Rapporteur discusses specific roles of some
relevant stakeholders in this area.
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E.

Obligations and responsibilities under international law

1.

Overarching obligations of the State
41.
The State is not just another stakeholder alongside various other actors and
institutions. As the formal guarantor of human rights under international law, the State has
an overarching obligation that can be divided conceptually into three levels, that is, the
obligations to respect, to protect and to promote human rights.

(a)

Obligations to respect
42.
For the context of the present discussion, the obligations to respect chiefly require
that the State abandon all sorts of — formal or informal — policies of exclusion by which
persons belonging to certain groups suffer discrimination.9 This has manifold
consequences. In particular, Government representatives must clearly refrain from any
statements that may be perceived as condoning or even encouraging acts of violence that
target religious dissenters, religious minorities or other groups of people. Legislation that
renders the existence of certain religious communities as such “illegal” in the country or
prevents them from developing a sustainable infrastructure is incompatible with the
universal right to freedom of religion or belief and should be revoked. Such legislation
furthermore fuels resentments and may encourage acts of intimidation, including by law
enforcement agencies. Moreover, the State should repeal anti-blasphemy laws, anticonversion laws and criminal laws that discriminate against certain people according to
their religious affiliations or beliefs or criminalize their “dissident” practices. Apart from
further increasing the vulnerability of marginalized groups or individuals, these laws may
give a pretext to vigilante groups and other perpetrators of hatred for intimidating people
and committing acts of violence. Textbooks used for school education should not contain
stereotypes and prejudices that may stoke hostile sentiments against the followers of certain
religions or beliefs and groups that suffer systematic discrimination, including women and
LGBT persons.
43.
In order to operate as a credible guarantor of freedom of religion or belief for
everyone, the State should not identify itself exclusively with one particular religion or
belief (or one particular type of religions) at the expense of equal treatment of the followers
of other faiths.10 As ample experience demonstrates, the use of religion in the context of
national identity politics always harbours aggravated risks of discrimination against
minorities, for instance, against members of immigrant religious communities or new
religious movements, thus creating divisiveness within the society. Any exclusivist settings
should therefore be critically addressed and finally replaced by an inclusive institutional
framework in which religious diversity can unfold without discrimination and without fear.

(b)

Obligations to protect
44.
Violations of human rights do not only originate from the State; they are quite often
carried out by non-State actors. Nonetheless, the State bears a responsibility for such acts
inasmuch as they may reflect inadequate human rights protection.
45.
A first step towards providing protection against violence in the name of religion is a
quick and unequivocal condemnation of any such acts, whenever they occur, by high
representatives of the State. State representatives should indeed take the lead in rejecting
violence, expressing sympathy for victims and providing public support for targeted
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individuals or groups. Violent attacks targeting members of groups that face systematic
discrimination in the name of religion should be understood as attacks on the entire society.
Public messages to that effect, however, can only be credible if they openly address the root
causes, including systemic political conditions, which may become enabling factors of
violence. Unfortunately, some Governments display a tendency to resort to policies of
trivializing violence by ascribing the incidents to just a few irresponsible individuals
without acknowledging the broader political dimensions of the issue. Overcoming such
trivialization is the sine qua non for designing effective preventative and coping strategies.
46.
A major issue in the context of protection against violence in the name of religion is
the fight against impunity, wherever it exists. Those who commit, or are complicit in, acts
of violence must always be brought to justice. This requires training for law enforcement
agencies and the establishment of an efficient and independent judiciary. Moreover, antidiscrimination legislation plays an indispensable role in protecting the equality of all in
their enjoyment of human rights, across religious or denominational divides, thus
preventing or overcoming divisiveness within society.
47.
While the States’ obligation to protect human rights requires them to take effective
measures to combat terrorism, the Special Rapporteur would like to reiterate that States
must ensure that any measure taken to combat terrorism fully complies with their
obligations under international law, particularly human rights, refugee and humanitarian
law. In this context, the targeting of specific groups, including members of particular
religious communities through so-called religious profiling, is of concern.11
(c)

Obligations to promote
48.
Beyond respecting and protecting human rights, States should also take a broad
range of positive measures aimed at facilitating their effective implementation. This
includes providing an appropriate framework in which other stakeholders, including
religious communities, interreligious initiatives, civil society organizations, human rights
defenders and media professionals, can unfold their specific potential.
49.
Moreover, the State itself should use all available means — including formal and
informal education and community outreach — in order to promote a culture of respect,
non-discrimination and appreciation of diversity within society. In close consultation with
all relevant stakeholders, the State should develop national action plans against violence in
the name of religion. A useful document in this context is the Rabat Plan of Action on the
prohibition of advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence.12 The Rabat Plan of Action, elaborated with broad
participation by experts, Member States and civil society organizations under the auspices
of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, can provide
guidance on how to build resilience in society against incitement to religious hatred and
concomitant acts of violence. Building resilience requires a broad range of activities,
including educational efforts, early warning capacities and policies on crisis preparedness,
by establishing channels of communication that enable relevant actors to respond
strategically and swiftly.
50.
National human rights institutions are particularly suited for the promotion of human
rights. Some of them have an explicit mandate for also promoting intergroup relationships.
The Special Rapporteur would like to encourage them, including their International
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Coordinating Committee, to take an active ownership of the Rabat Plan of Action and
develop strategies to eliminate the root causes of violence in the name of religion.
51.
Furthermore, States should safeguard the memory of all population groups, and of
religious communities in particular, including by developing and protecting national
archives, memorial museums and monuments.
2.

Responsibility to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing
and crimes against humanity
52.
At the 2005 World Summit, Heads of State and Government committed to the
responsibility to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and
crimes against humanity.13 This entails the responsibility of States to protect their own
populations from atrocity crimes; the responsibility to help other States do so through the
provision of international assistance; and the responsibility to take collective action when a
State manifestly fails to protect its population. In particular, the word “populations” refers
to all people living within a State’s territory, whether citizens or not, and including
religious groups. The principle builds on existing obligations under international law and
embodies a political determination to prevent and respond to atrocity crimes, but does not
itself have an independent legal character.
53.
In his 2009 report on implementing the responsibility to protect (A/63/677), the
Secretary-General established a framework for implementing the responsibility to protect
principle on the basis of three equal, mutually reinforcing and non-sequential pillars. The
first pillar encompasses the responsibility of each individual State to protect its populations
from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. The second pillar
focuses on the provision of international assistance on the basis of paragraphs 138 and 139
of the 2005 World Summit Outcome, which asserts that the international community
should, as appropriate, encourage and help States to exercise this responsibility, and that the
international community should also support the United Nations in establishing an early
warning capability and assist those which are under stress before crises and conflicts break
out. The third pillar outlines options for taking collective action, in a timely and decisive
manner and in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, should peaceful means
be inadequate and where national authorities are manifestly failing to protect their
populations.14

3.

Obligations of non-State armed groups

(a)

International human rights law
54.
While international human rights law traditionally focused only on the obligations of
States,15 an evolving approach recognizes the importance and impact of certain non-State
actors, arguing that some human rights obligations also apply to them, including non-State
armed groups with (or arguably even without) effective control over a territory. In that
regard, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women stressed in its
general recommendation No. 30 (2013) on women in conflict prevention, conflict and postconflict situations, that “under certain circumstances, in particular where an armed group
with an identifiable political structure exercises significant control over territory and
population, non-State actors are obliged to respect international human rights”.16
13
14
15
16

See General Assembly resolution 60/1, paras. 138 and 139.
See also www.un.org/en/preventgenocide/adviser/responsibility.shtml; and A/69/266, paras. 78-85.
See CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13, para. 8.
See CEDAW/C/GC/30, para. 16.
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55.
Special procedures and commissions of Inquiry have also addressed human rights
violations committed in the name of religion by armed groups with effective control over
territory.17 “Effective control” means that the non-State armed group has consolidated its
control and authority over a territory to such an extent that it can exclude the State from
governing the territory on a more than temporary basis. 18 Furthermore, armed groups
without effective control over territory have been held to have committed human rights
violations.19 In May 2014, a report by the United Nations Mission in the Republic of South
Sudan20 stressed that the most basic human rights obligations, in particular those emanating
from peremptory international law (jus cogens), bind both the State and armed opposition
groups in times of peace and during armed conflict.
(b)

International humanitarian law
56.
In the event that a non-State armed group is party to an armed conflict, international
humanitarian law can also be invoked. Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions
of 1949 defines certain minimum guarantees that all parties involved in a non-international
armed conflict should observe, including to treat in all circumstances persons who take no
active part in the hostilities humanely, without any adverse distinction founded on religion
or faith. Furthermore, a number of norms contained in the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and
the Additional Protocols I and II of 1977 have reached the status of customary international
law and, as such, are binding on all parties to the armed conflict. 21
57.
Most notably, international humanitarian law requires that both the State and nonState armed groups take all measures to minimize the impact of violence on civilians,
respect the principles of distinction and proportionality when carrying out military
operations and ensure the safety and protection of civilians by enabling them to leave areas
affected by violence in safety and dignity as well as to access basic humanitarian assistance
at all times.22

(c)

International criminal law
58.
Certain conduct of members of non-State armed groups may also trigger individual
responsibility under international criminal law. The Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court provides definitions of “genocide” in article 6, of “crimes against
humanity” in article 7 and of “war crimes” in article 8. These provisions also include
several references to the terms “religious” or “religion”, for example, in article 6 (“acts
committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a […] religious group, as such”),
article 7, paragraph 1 (h), (“persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on
[…] religious […] grounds”) as well as article 8, paragraphs 2 (b)(ix) and (e)(iv),
17

18

19

20

21

22
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(“[i]ntentionally directing attacks against buildings dedicated to religion, […] provided they
are not military objectives”).
59.
Individual criminal responsibility is essential to ensuring accountability for gross or
serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian law. However, according
to article 25, paragraph 3 (f), of the Rome Statute, “a person who abandons the effort to
commit the crime or otherwise prevents the completion of the crime shall not be liable for
punishment under this Statute for the attempt to commit that crime if that person
completely and voluntarily gave up the criminal purpose”. Hence, this provision in
combination with the threat of possible international prosecution may hopefully influence
individual members of non-State armed groups to abandon their efforts to commit
international crimes.

F.

Roles of other stakeholders

1.

Religious communities and their leaderships
60.
Perpetrators of violence typically represent comparatively small segments of the
various religious communities to which they belong, while the large majority of believers
are usually appalled to see violence perpetrated in the name of their religion. It is all the
more important for the majorities and their leaders, who do not endorse the violence, to
speak out against it. In some countries, religious communities organize broad
demonstrations and use all available media to publicly condemn religious justifications of
violent atrocities. However, there are also situations in which the silence of the majority
and their leaders is quite “deafening”, thus factually leaving the public stage to small
aggressive groups.23 Speaking out in these situations often requires courage, determination
and the ability to seize opportunities to intervene at the right moment when violence arises
and can still be contained and curbed.
61.
Overcoming a culture of silence, wherever it exists, in the face of violent attacks is
of paramount importance. Often, perpetrators of violence pretend to act on behalf of a
“silent majority”. Religious fanatics furthermore like to portray themselves as “heroes” and
a religious avant-garde that ultimately promotes the interests of their community. As long
as the majorities and broader communities remain largely silent, extremists can easily play
this game. They may feel that they have carte blanche to perform acts of violence and to
sell these atrocities as manifestations of religious devotion.
62.
Overcoming the culture of silence is not an easy task and, depending on the specific
situation, such attempts can be quite risky. One problem is that extremist religious groups
typically receive or seek to use broad media coverage, whereas voices of peace and
reconciliation often remain at the margins of public attention. Although this can be a highly
frustrating experience, it should never serve as an excuse for remaining silent. The cynical
belief that bad news makes for good sales must not prevent other members of religious
communities from bringing forward their views actively. Moreover, in a climate of
intimidation, many believers, for fear of reprisals, may refrain from speaking out publicly.
In such situations, fellow believers living in safer political environments should lend their
voices and clearly condemn violence committed in the name of their religion.
63.
The Special Rapporteur has seen impressive anti-violence statements issued by
representatives of religious communities, that is, statements which are clear, theologically
profound and passionate. 24 However, he has also come across public rejections of violence
23
24

See, for example, A/HRC/19/60/Add.2, para. 65 (Republic of Moldova).
See, for example, A/HRC/25/58/Add.1, para. 35 (Sierra Leone) and A/HRC/25/58/Add.2, para. 16
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which remain disappointingly abstract, because they are based on the problematic
assumption that violence results from a mere “instrumentalization” of religion and,
accordingly, has little, if anything, to do with religious motives. Yet, such rejections based
on a trivialization of religious motives will themselves remain trivial. As discussed earlier,
the instrumentalization thesis one-sidedly attributes the problem to external, non-religious
factors while too quickly discarding the potential relevance also of religious obsessions and
theological views.
64.
Religious communities and especially their representatives and intellectual leaders
should not succumb to the temptation to reduce the issue of violence in the name of religion
to mere “misunderstandings” and external abuses. This would amount to an irresponsible
trivialization of the problem. Instead, when dealing with the issue of such violence,
theologians and religious leaders should actually expose themselves to the disturbing fact
that perpetrators of violence — or at least some of them — may be convinced to perform an
act of service to God when killing fellow humans. Taking seriously these ideas, however
bizarre and distorted they may seem, is the precondition for giving sufficiently profound
responses. Only by confronting the perverse “attractiveness” of violent religious extremism
for some people, including people living in precarious and volatile political circumstances,
will it be possible to tackle the various root causes of violence, including polarizing
religious interpretations and incitement to religious hatred.
65.
Beyond a clear condemnation of violence committed in the name of religion,
communities and their leaders should positively promote empathy, tolerance and an
appreciation of diversity. They should challenge the religious extremists’ authenticity
claims by exposing the ignorance of their views of the charitable core messages contained
in religious traditions. Religious communities and scholars may also play an important role
in rehabilitation and reintegration programs for violent extremist offenders and foreign
fighters who returned to their country of origin, also with a view to neutralize possible
future radicalization efforts.25
2.

Interreligious initiatives
66.
The potential of interreligious communication for overcoming violence in the name
of religion is enormous.26 Many examples demonstrate that violence frequently occurs in
the absence of any trustful communication across religious or denominational boundaries,
and the related vacuum of ideological power. The reasons for the lack or decline of
intergroup communication can be manifold, ranging from broader processes of societal
fragmentation and policies of exclusion to the demonization of others in polarizing
religious interpretations. Whatever the reasons in a particular situation may be, initiatives
aimed at improving the relationship between different religious communities can
substantially contribute to preventing violent escalation. In-depth research into a number of
cases of communal violence has led to the conclusion that acts of violence could be
contained to a certain degree in localities where communities had developed a sustainable
culture of cross-boundary communication. Apart from its preventative potential, intergroup
communication therefore also helps to alleviate situations in which mass-scale violence
actually occurs.

25

26
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67.
For interreligious communication to be productive, partners should meet on an equal
footing and there should always be room for a meaningful exchange beyond mere ritualistic
encounters. A broad representation, including gender balance and participation of different
generations, can ensure that larger populations can take active ownership of such initiatives,
thus enhancing their sustainability. There is much space for improvements in this regard,
since women, including feminist theologians, are typically very underrepresented in
interreligious dialogue initiatives. Their voices are sadly absent in many projects. The roles
of women human rights defenders should also be promoted as they can contribute to a less
patriarchal interpretation of religions that disproportionately affect the rights of women,
girls and LGBT persons.
68.
Projects that involve interreligious cooperation can have far-reaching impacts. One
very positive recent development is the enhanced interreligious cooperation in providing
aid for refugees and internally displaced persons.27 Apart from supporting people who are
living under dire conditions, such cooperation also sends a much-needed message of hope
to these communities and to the international community, and constitutes good practices
that may inspire others.
69.
Some initiatives have led to the formal establishment of interreligious councils in
which people of different religious and denominational backgrounds meet regularly. This
can be useful to ensure a sustainable cooperation and keep the forces of violent extremism
at bay. At the same time, there are also many illustrations of informal grass-root initiatives
with the purpose of cherishing trustful relations. Quite surprisingly, everyday
communication across religious divides may even exist at the local level in countries that
are torn by religious extremism and violent conflicts. Figuratively speaking, even in a
desert of violent political paranoia, people communicating across boundaries can uphold
certain oases of common sense that certainly deserve to be acknowledged, strengthened and
supported politically.
70.
Interreligious communication and intergroup cooperation have a key function in all
agendas to overcome violence in the name of religion. Although people who meet regularly
across boundaries will not necessarily agree on all issues, they will realize that followers of
other religions and denominations are not “aliens” with totally different mentalities or
feelings. This is an important experience and a precondition for overcoming hostile
stereotypes. Discovering common concerns, worries and interests may also be the first step
for developing joint action plans for tackling the root causes of violence more strategically.
3.

Civil society
71.
Civil society organizations differ from religious communities in that they
predominantly locate themselves in the “civil” sphere. What brings people together in civil
society organizations is not, or not primarily, a common religious belief or practice, but
rather joint commitments to address issues of common concerns, including human rights.
This does not preclude the possibility that quite a number of civil society organizations at
the same time understand themselves as being faith-based.
72.
The expertise gained by civil society organizations is indispensable for assessing the
human rights situation, including freedom of religion or belief. For victims of human rights
violations and people living under conditions of constant intimidation, it is reassuring to
know that civil society organizations monitor their situations and alert relevant authorities
and the public when necessary. They provide information, advice, guidance, assistance and
27

For example, cooperation between the organizations Lutheran World Federation and Islamic Relief
Worldwide; see www.lutheranworld.org/news/lwf-and-islamic-relief-sign-memorandumunderstanding.
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sometimes protection, including by following up on individual cases. The findings of civil
society organizations can also assume an early warning function, notably in volatile
situations.
73.
Moreover, in the face of violent aggression, civil society plays a major role in
overcoming a culture of silence wherever this exists. It is important for individuals and
groups targeted by incitement to religious hatred and violent attacks to experience solidarity
support and that others speak out on their behalf. Overcoming silence is likewise needed to
challenge the claims of perpetrators of hatred to act in the name of a “silent majority”.
Speaking out against such violence, and the broader political or religious dimensions
involved with these problems, can be dangerous. Therefore, local civil society
organizations may need international networks to defend them in situations where they are
threatened.28
74.
Different faith-based and secular civil society organizations work together and have
created common platforms. Beyond the pragmatic advantages of joining forces, such
cooperation also demonstrates that a commitment to human rights can create and strengthen
solidarity across all religious, cultural and philosophical divides. This is an important
message in itself. The Special Rapporteur has come across impressive examples in this
regard, for example, initiatives taken by Christian civil society organizations in support of
atheists or Buddhists under threat and public statements made by Bahá’í representatives
against the persecution of Shia Muslims. Such acts of solidarity have a highly symbolic
value.
4.

Contributions by the media
75.
While the media, including the Internet, are frequently used to stoke intergroup
hostilities by spreading false, biased or partisan information and hateful messages that
incite violence, they can also be harnessed to foster cross-boundary communication and
promote policies of tolerance, reconciliation and cooperation. In short, the media are a part
of the problem, but they must certainly be part of the solution.
76.
Hostile media campaigns can have disastrous effects on people’s mindset and in the
long run can undermine people’s common sense, creating a climate of confusion and
collective hysteria. The most important antidote to hostile media campaigns targeting
religious minorities or other groups is the diligent research of facts.
77.
Fact-finding may also include a public analysis of collective historical traumas.
Meaningful communication across boundaries requires the possibility that people can agree
— or at least partially agree — on important facts concerning intricate historic legacies. It
is no coincidence that reconciliation commissions usually also have the aspiration of “truth”
in their titles (typically being called “truth and reconciliation commissions”), because only
on the basis of agreeing on at least some elementary historic facts can communities tackle
traumatic historic legacies that otherwise would have the potential of tearing societies apart.
The “ghosts of the past” can only be put to rest by public debates based on a careful
research of facts. Here again, public discourse facilitated by a rich landscape of independent
and critical media has an important function.
78.
The media play an indispensable role in bringing about a culture of public discourse.
Where such a culture remains underdeveloped or even non-existent, prejudiced messages
against groups that face systematic discrimination usually find fertile ground, because
hostile rumours remain unchecked by factual evidence, and fearful narratives can hardly be
exposed to public scrutiny or counter-narratives. Positively speaking, a developed culture of
28
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open and frank public communication across boundaries is a prerequisite necessary for
preventing resentments from escalating to fully-fledged conspiracy projections.
79.
The media are moreover needed for overcoming the culture of silence, wherever it
exists, in the face of violence in the name of religion. In conjunction with civil society
organizations, representatives of the media should openly address incidents of violence,
their root causes and political circumstances. Since a culture of impunity and a culture of
silence often go hand in hand, putting an end to such silence may also be a first step
towards tackling the problem of impunity. Journalists and other media workers who operate
in dangerous environments require networks to defend them against violent threats.
80.
Moreover, impressive media projects bear witness to the enormous positive potential
of the media in facilitating cross-boundary understandings. This may also include the
production of fiction aimed at overcoming societal divides. Particularly after experiences of
traumatic collective violence, positive media initiatives can help restore the faculty of
empathy by making people aware that the members of other religions or beliefs, far from
being “aliens”, in fact have quite similar fears, hopes and feelings. Generally, the potential
impact of media work across religious or other divides can hardly be overemphasized.
81.
Freedom of religion or belief cannot flourish without freedom of expression, and the
human rights enshrined in close neighbourhood in articles 18 and 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
mutually reinforce each other. Like most other human rights, freedom of expression is not
without possible limits, and there can be situations in which the State has to impose
restrictions, for instance, in order to protect targeted minorities against advocacy of
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence.
However, bearing in mind the high value of free communication and the indispensable
functions of the media to facilitate public discussions, any limitations imposed on freedom
of expression must be enacted with a high degree of empirical and normative diligence.
Limitations must meet all the criteria enshrined in article 19, paragraph 3, of the
International Covenant, which are further spelled out by the Human Right Committee in its
general comment no. 34.29 Moreover, the Rabat Plan of Action also sets a high threshold for
any restrictions on freedom of expression, including for the application of article 20,
paragraph 2, of the International Covenant.30
82.
Indeed, the best antidote to hate speech is “more speech”, in the sense of nuanced
and precise media reporting, self-regulating bodies and a fair representation of religious and
other minorities within the media, careful fact-finding in order to dispel myths and check
negative gossiping, public statements by civil society organizations, sustainable
interreligious communication and clear anti-violence messages sent by religious
communities, as elaborated above.

III. Conclusions and recommendations
83.
Violence in the name of religion does not “erupt” in analogy to natural
catastrophes and it should not be misconstrued as the inevitable result of sectarian
hostilities that supposedly originated centuries or millennia ago, thus seemingly lying
outside of the scope of the responsibility that different actors have today. It is
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important to overcome fatalistic attitudes that often stem from simplistic descriptions
of the phenomena. Rather than being rooted in seemingly “perpetual” religious
antagonisms, violence in the name of religion is typically caused by contemporary
factors and actors, including political circumstances, which provide the fertile ground
for the seeds of hatred.
84.
While it would be wrong to focus on religion in isolation when analysing the
problem, it would be equally simplistic to reduce religious motives to mere “excuses”
for violent crimes perpetrated in their name. What is needed is a holistic
understanding of the various factors involved in violence committed in the name of
religion. Typical factors are the lack of trust in the rule of law and fair functioning of
public institutions; narrow-minded and polarizing interpretations of religious
traditions that may bring about societal fragmentation processes with far-reaching
negative repercussions on social relations; and policies of deliberate exclusion, often in
conjunction with narrowly defined national identity politics and other factors; denial
and impunity for serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian
law.
85.
Only a full account of the various root causes of the problems can build an
awareness of the joint responsibility, which a broad range of actors have in fighting
violence committed in the name of religion. Against this background, the Special
Rapporteur formulates the recommendations below addressed to the various
stakeholders.

A.

Recommendations to all relevant stakeholders
86.
Government representatives, religious communities, civil society organizations,
the media and other relevant stakeholders should reject and speak out promptly,
clearly and loudly against any acts of violence committed in the name of religion as
well as related incitement to violence and discrimination in law and practice, thus
overcoming the culture of silence that exists in some countries. They should act swiftly
and in concert to deter and stop such violence.
87.
Public condemnations against violence committed in the name of religion
should be made on the basis of an adequately complex analysis of the problem,
including its underlying systemic root causes.
88.
The different stakeholders should jointly contribute to the containment and
eventual elimination of violence committed in the name of religion by making creative
use of their space and specific potential. They should also cooperate in neutralizing
any possible radicalization efforts that target foreign fighters who returned to their
country of origin.

B.

Recommendations to different State institutions
89.
States have the responsibility to protect its populations, whether nationals or
not, from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity, and
from their incitement.
90.
States have the obligation to act swiftly to stop acts of violence committed in the
name of religion, against individuals, groups and places of worship. Overcoming a
culture of impunity, wherever it exists, must be a priority. Those who commit or are
complicit in acts of violence must be brought to justice.
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91.
States should safeguard the memory of all population groups, and of religious
communities in particular, including by developing and protecting national archives,
memorial museums and monuments.
92.
States must respect freedom of religion or belief and all other human rights
when undertaking actions to contain and combat against violence in the name of
religion.
93.
Legislation that renders the existence of certain religious communities “illegal”
in the country should be revoked.
94.
States should repeal anti-blasphemy laws, anti-conversion laws and any other
discriminatory criminal law provisions, including those based on religious laws.
95.
States should provide disaggregated data on acts of violence committed in its
jurisdiction, including on possible religious motivations.
96.
In order to operate as a credible guarantor of freedom of religion or belief for
everyone, the State should not identify itself exclusively with one particular religion or
belief at the expense of equal treatment of the followers of other faiths. Any exclusivist
settings should be replaced by an inclusive institutional framework in which religious
diversity can unfold without discrimination and without fear.
97.
Anti-discrimination legislation should protect the equality of all in their
enjoyment of human rights, across religious or denominational divides, thus
preventing or overcoming divisiveness within society. States should in particular take
steps to assure that the rights of all will be protected so that all can feel safe in their
religions or beliefs.
98.
In close consultation with all relevant stakeholders, States should develop
national action plans on how to prevent violence committed in the name of religion,
but also other forms of religious persecution carried out by State agencies or nonState actors.
99.
Textbooks used for school education should not contain negative stereotypes
and prejudices, which may stoke discrimination or hostile sentiments against any
groups, including the followers of certain religions or beliefs.
100. States should use all available means, including education and community
outreach, in order to promote a culture of respect, non-discrimination and
appreciation of diversity within the larger society.
101. National human rights institutions are encouraged to take an active ownership
of the Rabat Plan of Action on the prohibition of advocacy of national, racial or
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence, for
the development of strategies towards eliminating the root causes of violence
committed in the name of religion.
102. States should refrain from stoking violent religious extremism in other
countries.

C.

Recommendations to religious communities
103. When religious communities and their leaders address any violence committed
in the name of their religion, they should take seriously the relevance, inter alia, of
religious motives often stemming from narrow-minded, polarizing and patriarchal
interpretations of religious traditions.
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104. In situations in which speaking out against violence may be dangerous, fellow
believers living in safer political environments should lend their voices and clearly
condemn violence committed in the name of their religion.
105. Religious communities and their leaders should promote empathy, respect,
non-discrimination and an appreciation of diversity. They should challenge the
authenticity claims of religious extremists by exposing their views as being ignorant of
the charitable core messages contained in religious traditions. Additionally, they
should share with others their beliefs in the importance of respecting the rights of
others, thereby contributing to a sense that the rights of all will be respected.
106. Religious communities should feel encouraged to start initiatives of
interreligious communication and cooperation, including the establishment of
interreligious councils. A broad representation, including gender balance and
participation of different generations, can ensure that larger populations can take
active ownership of such initiatives.

D.

Recommendations to civil society organizations
107. Civil society organizations should continue to collect information about the
situation of human rights and support people living under conditions of intimidation
by following up on their cases.
108. The findings of civil society organizations should be more systematically used in
their early warning function, notably in volatile situations.
109. Civil society should continue to play a role in overcoming a culture of silence in
the face of violence committed in the name of religion, thereby sending a signal of
solidarity to targeted individuals and groups.
110. Faith-based and secular civil society organizations should work together,
including by creating common platforms, thereby demonstrating that a commitment
to human rights can create solidarity across all religious, cultural and philosophical
divides.
111. Human rights defenders operating in dangerous situations deserve particular
attention and support by networks designed to defend the defenders.

E.

Recommendations to the media
112. In close collaboration with civil society organizations, representatives of the
media should defend their independence, professionalism and integrity and address
incidents of violence, their various root causes and the political circumstances in
which they take place.
113. The media should help to bring about a culture of public discourse that is a
prerequisite to checking hostile rumours and fearful narratives, which should be
exposed to public scrutiny or counter-narratives in order to prevent them from
escalating to fully-fledged conspiracy projections.
114. Careful fact-finding is the most important antidote to negative media
campaigns that target religious minorities or other groups. Such fact-finding may also
include a public analysis of collective historical traumas.
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115. The media can help restore the faculty of empathy by making people aware
that the members of groups facing systematic discrimination, far from being “aliens”,
have quite similar fears, hopes and feelings.

F.

Recommendations to the international community
116. The international community is reminded of its duty to assist and build the
capacity of States in fulfilling their commitments to the responsibility to protect their
populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity,
as concluded in the 2005 World Summit.
117. Human rights mechanisms, including the special procedures, treaty bodies and
universal periodic review, are encouraged to address the issue of violence in the name
of religion and State involvement in such violence.
118. The international community should hold States and non-State armed groups
to account and make them aware of their existing obligations under international law,
including human rights, humanitarian, criminal and refugee law.
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Is conflict different when religion is involved? Most researchers would
say yes. But how is it different?

The difference religious actors can make in conflict can be peaceful or
violent. Religious faith can, for example, inspire radical peacemakers.
Also, religiously based ethics can inspire restraint in use of violence. On
the other hand, sometimes the impact of religion in conflict has a
connection to violence.

In this presentation I will only have time to discuss this connection to
violence. Understanding the violent side of religion in conflict is an
important starting point for peacemaking, because understanding the
violent side provides a foundation for effective peacemaking. So, start
with the violence, but don’t stop there.
I will discuss four types of impact religion can have on conflict. But first I
want to note that the research used to prepare this presentation is listed
in the bibliography at the end. Also in the notes section under some of
the individual Power Point slides there are footnotes for specific
references, such as the quotes I cite in this.

Just because religion is present in a conflict does not mean a conflict is
a so-called “religious conflict”.
Instead, it is more helpful to think of religion as something that may be
one factor among many in a conflict.
Conflicts can have many different influences and causes, and these can
change and interact in various ways overtime, during a conflict. These
influences and causes may include geography, economics, group
identity, history, grievances, visions for the future, heroes, villains, and
so on and so forth, and also religion.

So, what difference does religion make in conflict?
When religion is involved, what are some of the ways conflict may
different than when religion is not involved?

The four types of impacts I will discuss are:
1. Cosmic Significance
2. Identity
3. Connections
4. Time

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cosmic

When we consider cosmic significance, this refers to the ways
association with that which is transcendent may expand the
significance and add sacred meaning for what may otherwise seem
mundane.

For example, when a symbol takes on cosmic meaning, its significance
may extend beyond the here-and-now, and beyond local geography.
Consider the flag of the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant, ISIL also
known as ISIS. This flag has Arabic writing on it. While on the one hand
one might say, from a worldly view, that this writing is just letters from
an alphabet of human language on a piece of cloth, by contrast for the
ISIS fighters this combination of letters and the flag’s image of a seal
associated by some with the Muslim prophet Muhammad signify a
cosmic truth.

See (Juergensmeyer, Terror in the Mind of God 2003), 158ff.

Fighters with a religious affiliation may associate geographic territory
and other physical space, such as buildings, with a sacred significance.
One person’s pile of bricks is another person’s temple – this changes
the significance not only of the building, but also the land under it.
Here is a photo of the disputed Ayodhya site in India, which is claimed
as a site of a house of worship by both Hindus and Muslims. The
conflict over this site has been a catalyst for violence both in this
location and elsewhere in India. They are not fighting over bricks and
dirt. Rather, alongside other factors contributing to conflict between
these groups, those who dispute this space use the religious
significance of this site as justification in their fight about it.
See (Kakar 1996), 39-40; (Staub 2011), 57, and (Volf 2009).

Enactment of sacred ritual may influence the intensity and the conduct
of actions, including violence. The ISIS slitting of throats, for example, is
not just a random form of killing, but father a form of killing that
suggests ritual reenactment. Within the Islamic tradition of the ISIS
fighters, slitting throats is a form of violence with religious significance.
Of course the vast majority of Muslim reject the association of such
brutal violence with the religion of Islam, but in order to understand a
group like ISIS, we need to try to understand what rituals and symbols
mean in their eyes.

See (Juergensmeyer, Terror in the Mind of God 2003), 10 and 121 ff.;
(Kakar 1996), 194.

Mark Juergensmeyer explains that religion in conflict can give,
“…legitimacy of moral righteousness in political encounter. Even more
important, it provides justification for violence that challenges the state’s
monopoly on morally sanctioned killing.”
Religion can provide a framework for individuals to justify action,
including violence, as a “moral imperative” and to understand their
involvement in fighting as a “righteous obligation,” because of the
cosmic lens through which some religious fighters view aspects of the
conflict.

(Juergensmeyer, Terror in the Mind of God 2003), 10; (Staub 2011),
366.
(Juergensmeyer, Global Rebellion 2008), 255.

A religious element in conflict can expand notions of the heroic warrior
to a cosmic level. Consider the Catholic Saint Jose Maria Robles
Hurtado. In 2000 Pope John Paul II canonized 25 saints, among them
some martyrs, from the Cristero War that took place from 1926 to 1929
in Mexico. In this war, insurgents who were mostly Catholic Christians
fought a violent struggle with the antireligious, radically secularist
government of that time in Mexico. The significance of this struggle in
the eyes of Catholics is more than just mundane heroism.

(Juergensmeyer, Terror in the Mind of God 2003), 190ff.

Mark Juergensmeyer explains that when religion is involved in conflict,
it can “provide personal rewards -- religious merit, redemption, the
promise of heavenly luxuries – to those who struggle in conflicts that
otherwise have only social
benefits.”

These personal rewards can be for an individual or for an entire group.
Significantly, the religious element can imbue these “personal rewards”
with great, indeed even cosmic, significance. Take for example
redemption. Worldly redemption may involve something like restoring
one’s public image, whereas divine redemption may bring with it sacred
benefits such as salvation and eternal life. The religious element can
elevate concepts such as redemption.

Juergensmeyer, Global Rebellion (2008), 255.
Juergensmeyer, Terror in the Mind of God (2003), 174.
A quest for redemption, personal and/or for a group, may serve as

justification.

At an individual level, a quest for identity seeks to answer the question,
“Who am I?” or, for a group, “Who are we?” Trying to define an enemy
involves asking, “Who are they?”

When the way people understand themselves as well as others has a
cosmic dimension, there is generally an expanded sense of importance.
This applies both to how people identify themselves and how they
identify their enemies.

Cosmic significance can give individuals and groups an enlarged sense
of identity. This expanded perception of identity can in turn add intensity
to the way people experience identity. For example when religion is
present in conflict, sense of belonging and allegiances of parties to
the conflict may become more intense.

Another impact of adding a cosmic element to identity is that some
religious believers may go beyond feelings of hate or even disgust
toward enemies and associate forces of cosmic evil with their enemy.
Religious fighters may claim their enemies are not only a problem, but
that their enemies are forces of Satan.

This “satanization” of enemies can
influence the behavior as well as the
types of justifications religious fighters
use for their struggle, including their
violence. First of all, when the enemy
is extreme, opponents can feel justified

countering such an opponent with extreme
violence. Second, when the enemy is
labeled as Satanic, some religious fighters
will go so far as to claim that their violence
is doing a good thing in the world by
purifying the world of satanic elements.
One of the most famous modern examples
of someone satanizing an enemy was in
November 1979 when Iranian leader
Khomeini referred to the United States as
“the Great Satan.”

(Juergensmeyer, Terror in the Mind of
God 2003), 14.

Sometimes in conflict religion becomes shorthand for a group, almost
as if one were talking about a soccer match, speaking of my “team”
versus your “team.” In this way, religion is used as a kind of tool, almost
like a highlighter pen, to define and mark identity. Miroslav Volf talks
about religion in such cases being used like a “flag,” both to mark and
also to elevate the significance of an identity.
When this happens, the name of the religion is tossed about often
without concern for, or even interest in, the religion’s content or
teachings.
During the conflict in the Balkans in the 1990s, some Serbs used the
term “Christian” as short hand for “Serbians,” even though actual
interest in the teachings of Jesus did not seem to be particularly strong
among some of the Serbian fighters. Calling themselves “Christians”
was a shorthand way of saying, ‘We are not Muslim,’ meaning ‘We are
not Bosnian.’ Also this was a way of intensifying their group identity by
suggesting a sacred element in it.

(Volf 2009); compare this with (Staub 2011), p. 106.

The last aspect of identity I want to address now turns our topic around
to consider it from the other direction. The examples I have discussed
so far all involved how religious actors see themselves and how
religious actors see their enemies.
However, the impact of religion in conflict is not only an impact on
religious actors themselves. There can also be an impact on secular
actors and how they view religious actors.
Secular parties to conflict may view religious opponents differently than
they would view strictly secular opponents. This can lead secular actors
to change their behavior. For example a secular actor may develop a
geographically or conceptually enlarged, and thus sometimes distorted,
view of adversaries because of the secular actors’ assumptions about
what religion means in the lives
of adversaries.
An example of a secular actor calibrating their fight in accordance with

how the secular fighters viewed the religious element of their opponents’
struggle was in the 1926-1929 Cristero war in Mexico. In this conflict, the
secularist Mexican government had to deal with international support for the
Catholic insurgents from fellow Catholics outside of Mexico, including the Pope
himself in Rome, and also
the secularist government feared not only the insurgents fighting but also their
ideas and their ability to spread religious ideas in the population, ideas in
opposition to the hardcore secularist vision of the government of Mexico at that
time. This is to say; I think the government of Mexico fought differently against
the Catholic insurgents than the government of Mexico would have fought had
they
faced, for example, only a local uprising of a particular ethnic group.

One characteristic of well-established religious groups is that they have
readymade, long-standing connections both locally and globally.
Mark Juergensmeyer: Religion “…provides vehicles of social
mobilization that embrace vast numbers of supporters who otherwise
would not be mobilized around social or political issues. In many cases
it provides an organizational network of local churches, mosques,
temples, and religious associations from which patterns of leadership
and support may be tapped.” (Juergensmeyer, Global Rebellion 2008),
255.

Because of these established connections among adherents to a
religion, what happens to a religious group in one location may
attract attention, concern, support, and even involvement from other
adherents of that religion elsewhere. I call these connections “networks
of shared concern.”

Consider what happened in Myanmar after the 2001 destruction of the
Buddhist statues in Afghanistan. In part in response to this, some
Buddhist monks in Myanmar called for destruction of a mosque in
Taungoo, Myanmar. Mobs of Buddhists, led by monks, vandalized
Muslim-owned businesses and property and attacked and killed
Muslims in Muslim communities. This was followed by retaliation by
Muslims against Buddhists.
A 2002 Human Rights Watch document about this deadly violence
reports that “The destruction of the Buddhist images in Bamiyan
seem[s] to have been one of the main triggers. Buddhist monks
demanded that the ancient Hantha Mosque in Taungoo be destroyed in

retaliation for the destruction in Bamiyan, according to Muslim leaders.”
Through the sense of shared religious affiliation, one act of violence, the
destruction of the Buddhist statues by a group of Muslims in Afghanistan,
angered some Buddhists far away in Myanmar, in an entirely different context,
and was then used as a justification for violence against Muslims in Myanmar.
What made it possible for the Bamiyan event to have rapid international
consequences was
the association of the destruction with two religious groups.

http://www.hrw.org/legacy/backgrounder/asia/burma-bck4.htm

A religion’s existing network may also be mobilized locally.
For example, in March 2015 the Pakistani Taliban took credit for suicide
attacks during Sunday Mass at two churches in Youhanabad, Pakistan.
The Taliban killed at least 15 people.

Next a predominantly Christian mob gathered, which Dawn newspaper
estimated at over 4,000. Many of these individuals already had
connections to each other through their religious community. The mob
burned alive two men on the street who someone in the mob said had
something to do with the attack.

http://reason.com/blog/2015/03/15/taliban-attacks-two-churches-inpakistan

this is the last aspect we’ll explore.

History tends to be important to religious communities. Thus, in conflict
involving religion, history may add weight to modern grievances. Also,
valuing history can open the way for idealization of a ‘sacred’ past. As a
consequence, as Mark Juergensmeyer and Margo Kitts explain, fighters
may perceive themselves as “righteous defenders of an alternative
order…defending a religious society that they have never seen—and
perhaps one that has never existed.”

SOURCE: (Juergensmeyer and Kitts, Princeton Readings in Religion
and Violence 2011), 10-11.

Religious fighters may consider the time frame of their struggle in
apocalyptic, eschatological terms. In religions that teach that time itself
will come to an end, to an end with cosmic meaning, they believe that
history is moving toward an end point. Also these religions have
specific, often dramatic, visions about what will happen at that end point
in history.
Religious fighters may use their apocalyptic vision as a justification for
fighting. For example they may claim they are taking action to move
history toward that apocalyptic endpoint, or they may claim that the
Apocalypse has started, and use this to justify their violence.
Some religions believe in prophecies that tell of grand, global war as
part of the apocalypse. Religious fighters from such traditions may try to
glorify their fighting by claiming it will ultimately be part of such an endtimes war.
An example of this was in February 2015 when ISIS beheaded 21

Coptic Christians in Libya. In the video ISIS released about this event, the
narrator cited an apocalyptic prophesy from a saying of Muhammad.
It appears that ISIS justified this attack, in part, by claiming they were trying to
trigger the second coming of Jesus which they believe will happen at the end
of times.

Through a religious lens, martyrdom may be viewed in an eternal
timeframe. Through a religious lens, “martyrdom” has meanings which
are both heroic and have eternal implications.
In looking at “cosmic significance” we already had the example of the
Catholic saint Jose Maria Robles Hurtado whose heroism, as perceived
by supporters of his side, was elevated to a cosmic level when the
Catholic Church canonized him
as a saint.
A different example of this would be the hijackers in the September 11,
2001 attacks. These fighters sought intentionally to end their earthly
lives. Due to their belief in eternal martyrdom, which they justified
through a particularly violent interpretation of Islam, earthly death for
them did not mean death, the end of life, as it would in a secular
context.
In addition, and here I speculate, it is possible that the personal, one

might even say selfish, lure of cosmically meaningful martyrdom may have
distorted their individual abilities to consider the suffering their actions would
cause for others.

Lastly we will examine DURATION:
Fighters who consider their struggle in religious terms may be willing to
fight longer than other combatants. The ways in which religious
combatants may view time differently than non-religious combatants
can be particularly important to understand when engaging in
negotiations, for example.
If fighters believe God is on their side and they are waging a godly war,
these fighters may believe their victory will be inevitable. This sense of
inevitable victory may reduce their willingness to compromise or to
make decisions based on short-term rational self-interest.
Mark Juergensmeyer and Margot Kitts observe that some combatants
think, “…cosmic war is after all God’s war. And God cannot lose.” If
fighters believe it is impossible for them to lose, their willingness to keep
on fighting may be extended.
Researcher Monica Duffy-Toft has found that civil wars in which religion

is a factor tend to last longer than civil wars without religion.
Mark Juergensmeyer observes, “A sacred war that is waged in a godly span of
time need not be won immediately…The time line of sacred struggles is vast,
perhaps even eternal.”

SOURCES:
Juergensmeyer and Kitts, Princeton Readings in Religion and Violence 2011,
11.
Appleby 2000, p. 4.
Juergensmeyer, Global Rebellion 2008, 255.
Duffy-Toft, Philpott and Shah 2011, 153ff.

In this presentation I have explored ways that the involvement of
religion in conflict can bring to the conflict cosmic significance, distinct
uses of individual and group identity, ready-made human connections
locally and globally, and lastly a different sense of time itself. All four of
these impacts can shape the violence of a conflict.

Be aware that some researchers dispute just what impact, if any,
religion has in conflict, and also be aware that some secular ideologies
can have impacts similar to those of religion.

In conclusion, I would like to reiterate the point that when religion
intersects with conflict, not only might the nature of the violence be
different, as discussed in this presentation, but also peacemaking may
be different than in strictly secular
conflicts. Faith-based peacemaking is another important realm of
impact in conflict. When religious actors become involved in a conflict,
sometimes the result is the unleashing of profoundly motivated
peacemakers. I encourage you in the future to take time to learn not
only about the violent side of religion in conflict, but also about the
peacemaking impact of faith-based engagement in conflict.
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NEGOTIATING: THE TOP TEN WAYS THAT CULTURE CAN AFFECT YOUR
NEGOTIATION
by Jeswald W. Salacuse
Governance | September / October 2004
When Enron was still – and only – a pipeline company, it lost a major contract in India because
local authorities felt that it was pushing negotiations too fast. In fact, the loss of the contract
underlines the important role that cultural differences play in international negotiation. For one
country’s negotiators, time is money; for another’s, the slower the negotiations, the better and
more trust in the other side. This author’s advice will help negotiators bridge the cultural
differences in international negotiation.
International business deals not only cross borders, they also cross cultures. Culture profoundly
influences how people think, communicate, and behave. It also affects the kinds of transactions
they make and the way they negotiate them. Differences in culture between business
executives—for example, between a Chinese public sector plant manager in Shanghai and a
Canadian division head of a family company in Toronto– can create barriers that impede or
completely stymie the negotiating process.
The great diversity of the world’s cultures makes it impossible for any negotiator, no matter how
skilled and experienced, to understand fully all the cultures that may be encountered. How then
should an executive prepare to cope with culture in making deals in Singapore this week and
Seoul the next? In researching my book The Global Negotiator: Making, Managing, and
Mending Deals Around the World in the Twenty-First Century (Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), I
found that ten particular elements consistently arise to complicate intercultural negotiations.
These “top ten” elements of negotiating behaviour constitute a basic framework for identifying
cultural differences that may arise during the negotiation process. Applying this framework in
your international business negotiations may enable you to understand your counterpart better
and to anticipate possible misunderstandings. This article discusses this framework and how to
apply it.

1. Negotiating goal: Contract or relationship?
Negotiators from different cultures may tend to view the purpose of a negotiation differently. For
deal makers from some cultures, the goal of a business negotiation, first and foremost, is a signed
contract between the parties. Other cultures tend to consider that the goal of a negotiation is not a
signed contract but rather the creation of a relationship between the two sides. Although the
written contact expresses the relationship, the essence of the deal is the relationship itself. For
example in my survey of over 400 persons from twelve nationalities, reported fully in The
Global Negotiator, I found that whereas 74 percent of the Spanish respondents claimed their goal
in a negotiation was a contract, only 33 percent of the Indian executives had a similar view. The
difference in approach may explain why certain Asian negotiators, whose negotiating goal is
often the creation of a relationship, tend to give more time and effort to negotiation
preliminaries, while North Americans often want to rush through this first phase of deal making.
The preliminaries of negotiation, in which the parties seek to get to know one another

thoroughly, are a crucial foundation for a good business relationship. They may seem less
important when the goal is merely a contract.
It is therefore
important to
determine how your
counterparts view
the purpose of your negotiation. If relationship negotiators sit on the other side of the table,
merely convincing them of your ability to deliver on a low-cost contract may not be enough to
land you the deal. You may also have to persuade them, from the very first meeting, that your
two organizations have the potential to build a rewarding relationship over the long term. On the
other hand, if the other side is basically a contract deal maker, trying to build a relationship may
be a waste of time and energy.

2. Negotiating attitude: Win-Lose or Win-Win?
Because of differences in culture, personality, or both, business persons appear to approach deal
making with one of two basic attitudes: that a negotiation is either a process in which both can
gain (win-win) or a struggle in which, of necessity, one side wins and the other side loses (winlose). Win-win negotiators see deal making as a collaborative, problem-solving process; win-lose
negotiators view it as confrontational. As you enter negotiations, it is important to know which
type of negotiator is sitting across the table from you. Here too, my survey revealed significant
differences among cultures. For example, whereas 100 percent of the Japanese respondents
claimed that they approached negotiations as a win-win process, only 33% of the Spanish
executives took that view

3. Personal style: Informal or formal?
Personal style concerns the way a negotiator talks to others, uses titles, dresses, speaks, and
interacts with other persons. Culture strongly influences the personal style of negotiators. It has
been observed, for example, that Germans have a more formal style than Americans. A
negotiator with a formal style insists on addressing counterparts by their titles, avoids personal
anecdotes, and refrains from questions touching on the private or family life of members of the
other negotiating team. A negotiator with an informal style tries to start the discussion on a firstname basis, quickly seeks to develop a personal, friendly relationship with the other team, and
may take off his jacket and roll up his sleeves when deal making begins in earnest. Each culture
has its own formalities with their own special meanings. They are another means of
communication among the persons sharing that culture, another form of adhesive that binds them
together as a community. For an American, calling someone by the first name is an act of
friendship and therefore a good thing. For a Japanese, the use of the first name at a first meeting
is an act of disrespect and therefore bad. Negotiators in foreign cultures must respect appropriate
formalities. As a general rule, it is always safer to adopt a formal posture and move to an
informal stance, if the situation warrants it, than to assume an informal style too quickly.

4. Communication: Direct or indirect?

Methods of communication vary among cultures. Some emphasize direct and simple methods of
communication; others rely heavily on indirect and complex methods. The latter may use
circumlocutions, figurative forms of speech, facial expressions, gestures and other kinds of body
language. In a culture that values directness, such as the American or the Israeli, you can expect
to receive a clear and definite response to your proposals and questions. In cultures that rely on
indirect communication, such as the Japanese, reaction to your proposals may be gained by
interpreting seemingly vague comments, gestures, and other signs. What you will not receive at a
first meeting is a definite commitment or rejection.
The confrontation of these styles of communication in the same negotiation can lead to friction.
For example, the indirect ways Japanese negotiators express disapproval have often led foreign
business executives to believe that their proposals were still under consideration when in fact the
Japanese side had rejected them. In the Camp David negotiations that led to a peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel, the Israeli preference for direct forms of communication and the
Egyptian tendency to favor indirect forms sometimes exacerbated relations between the two
sides. The Egyptians interpreted Israeli directness as aggressiveness and, therefore, an insult. The
Israelis viewed Egyptian indirectness with impatience and suspected them of insincerity, of not
saying what they meant.

5. Sensitivity to time: High or low?
Discussions of national negotiating styles invariably treat a particular culture’s attitudes toward
time. It is said that Germans are always punctual, Latins are habitually late, Japanese negotiate
slowly, and Americans are quick to make a deal. Commentators sometimes claim that some
cultures value time more than others, but this observation may not be an accurate
characterization of the situation. Rather, negotiators may value differently the amount of time
devoted to and measured against the goal pursued. For Americans, the deal is a signed contract
and time is money, so they want to make a deal quickly. Americans therefore try to reduce
formalities to a minimum and get down to business quickly. Japanese and other Asians, whose
goal is to create a relationship rather than simply sign a contract, need to invest time in the
negotiating process so that the parties can get to know one another well and determine whether
they wish to embark on a long-term relationship. They may consider aggressive attempts to
shorten the negotiating time as efforts to hide something. For example, in one case that received
significant media attention in the mid-1990′s, a long-term electricity supply contract between an
ENRON subsidiary, the Dabhol Power Company, and the Maharashtra state government in
India, was subject to significant challenge and was ultimately cancelled on the grounds that it
was concluded in “unseemly haste” and had been subject to “fast track procedures” that
circumvented established practice for developing such projects in the past. Important segments
of the Indian public automatically assumed that the government had failed to protect the public
interest because the negotiations were so quick. In the company’s defense, Rebecca Mark,
chairman and CEO of Enron International, pointed out to the press: “We were extremely
concerned with time, because time is money for us. (Enron’s Rebecca Mark: ‘You Have to be
Pushy and Aggressive’” BusinessWeek, February 24, 1997,
http://www.businessweek.com/1997/08/b351586.htm.)

This difference between the Indian and U.S. attitudes toward time was clearly revealed in my
survey. Among the twelve nationalities surveyed, the Indians had the largest percentage of
persons who considered themselves to have a low sensitivity to time.

6. Emotionalism: High or low?
Accounts of negotiating behavior in other cultures almost always point to a particular group’s
tendency to act emotionally. According to the stereotype, Latin Americans show their emotions
at the negotiating table, while the Japanese and many other Asians hide their feelings. Obviously,
individual personality plays a role here. There are passive Latins and hot-headed Japanese.
Nonetheless, various cultures have different rules as to the appropriateness and form of
displaying emotions, and these rules are brought to the negotiating table as well. Deal makers
should seek to learn them.
In the author’s survey, Latin Americans and the Spanish were the cultural groups that ranked
themselves highest with respect to emotionalism in a clearly statistically significant fashion.
Among Europeans, the Germans and English ranked as least emotional, while among Asians the
Japanese held that position, but to a lesser degree.

7. Form of
agreement:
General or
specific?
Whether a
negotiator’s goal is
a contract or a
relationship, the
negotiated transaction in almost all cases will be encapsulated in some sort of written agreement.
Cultural factors influence the form of the written agreement that the parties make. Generally,
Americans prefer very detailed contracts that attempt to anticipate all possible circumstances and
eventualities, no matter how unlikely. Why? Because the deal is the contract itself, and one must
refer to the contract to handle new situations that may arise. Other cultures, such as the Chinese,
prefer a contract in the form of general principles rather than detailed rules. Why? Because, it is
claimed, that the essence of the deal is the relationship between the parties. If unexpected
circumstances arise, the parties should look primarily to their relationship, not the contract, to
solve the problem. So, in some cases, a Chinese negotiator may interpret the American drive to
stipulate all contingencies as evidence of a lack of confidence in the stability of the underlying
relationship.
Among all respondents in my survey, 78 percent preferred specific agreements, while only 22
percent preferred general agreements. On the other hand, the degree of intensity of responses on
the question varied considerably among cultural groups. While only 11 percent of the English
favored general agreements, 45.5 percent of the Japanese and of the Germans claimed to do so.

Some experienced executives argue that differences over the form of an agreement are caused
more by unequal bargaining power between the parties than by culture. In a situation of unequal
bargaining power, the stronger party always seeks a detailed agreement to “lock up the deal” in
all its possible dimensions, while the weaker party prefers a general agreement to give it room to
“wiggle out” of adverse circumstances that are bound to occur. According to this view, it is
context, not culture that determines this negotiating trait.

8. Building an agreement: Bottom up or top down?
Related to the form of the agreement is the question of whether negotiating a business deal is an
inductive or a deductive process. Does it start from an agreement on general principles and
proceed to specific items, or does it begin with an agreement on specifics, such as price, delivery
date, and product quality, the sum total of which becomes the contract? Different cultures tend to
emphasize one approach over the other. Some observers believe that the French prefer to begin
with agreement on general principles, while Americans tend to seek agreement first on specifics.
For Americans, negotiating a deal is basically making a series of compromises and trade-offs on
a long list of particulars. For the French, the essence is to agree on basic principles that will
guide and indeed determine the negotiation process afterward. The agreed-upon general
principles become the framework, the skeleton, upon which the contract is built.
My survey of negotiating styles found that the French, the Argentineans, and the Indians tended
to view deal making as a top down (deductive process); while the Japanese, the Mexicans and
the Brazilians tended to see it as a bottom up (inductive) process. A further difference in
negotiating style is seen in the dichotomy between the “building-down” approach and the
“building-up approach.” In the building down approach, the negotiator begins by presenting the
maximum deal if the other side accepts all the stated conditions. In the building-up approach, one
side begins by proposing a minimum deal that can be broadened and increased as the other party
accepts additional conditions. According to many observers, Americans tend to favor the
building-down approach, while the Japanese tend to prefer the building-up style of negotiating a
contract.

9. Team organization: One leader or group consensus?
In any negotiation, it is important to know how the other side is organized, who has the authority
to make commitments, and how decisions are made. Culture is one important factor that affects
how executives organize themselves to negotiate a deal. Some cultures emphasize the individual
while others stress the group. These values may influence the organization of each side in a
negotiation.
One extreme is the negotiating team with a supreme leader who has complete authority to decide
all matters. Many American teams tend to follow this approach. Other cultures, notably the
Japanese and the Chinese, stress team negotiation and consensus decision making. When you
negotiate with such a team, it may not be apparent who the leader is and who has the authority to
commit the side. In the first type, the negotiating team is usually small; in the second it is often
large. For example, in negotiations in China on a major deal, it would not be uncommon for the

Americans to arrive at the table with three people and for the Chinese to show up with ten.
Similarly, the one-leader team is usually prepared to make commitments more quickly than a
negotiating team organized on the basis of consensus. As a result, the consensus type of
organization usually takes more time to negotiate a deal.
Among all respondents in my survey, 59 percent tended to prefer one leader while 41 percent
preferred a more consensual form of organization. On the other hand, the various cultural groups
showed a wide variety of preferences on the question of team organization. The group with the
strongest preference for consensus organization was the French. Many studies have noted French
individualism. (Edward T. Hall and M. Reed Hall, Understanding Cultural Difference,
Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, 1990.)
Perhaps a consensual arrangement in the individual French person’s eyes is the best way to
protect that individualism. Despite the Japanese reputation for consensus arrangements, only 45
percent of the Japanese respondents claimed to prefer a negotiating team based on consensus.
The Brazilians, the Chinese, and the Mexicans to a far greater degree than any other groups
preferred one-person leadership, a reflection perhaps of the political traditions of those countries.

10. Risk taking: High or low?
Research supports the conclusion that certain cultures are more risk averse than others. (Geert
Hofstede, Culture’s Consequences: International Differences in Work-related Values (Newbury
Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1980).
In deal making, the negotiators’ cultures can affect the willingness of one side to take risks– to
divulge information, try new approaches, and tolerate uncertainties in a proposed course of
action. The Japanese, with their emphasis on requiring large amount of information and their
intricate group decision-making process, tend to be risk averse. Americans, by comparison, are
risk takers.
Among all respondents in the author’s survey, approximately 70 percent claimed a tendency
toward risk taking while only 30 percent characterized themselves as low risk takers. Among
cultures, the responses to this question showed significant variations. The Japanese are said to be
highly risk averse in negotiations, and this tendency was affirmed by the survey which found
Japanese respondents to be the most risk averse of the twelve cultures. Americans in the survey,
by comparison, considered themselves to be risk takers, but an even higher percentage of the
French, the British, and the Indians claimed to be risk takers.
Faced with a risk-averse counterpart, how should a deal maker proceed? The following are a few
steps to consider:
1 Don’t rush the negotiating process. A negotiation that is moving too fast for one of the parties
only heightens that person’s perception of the risks in the proposed deal.
2 Devote attention to proposing rules and mechanisms that will reduce the apparent risks in the
deal for the other side.

3 Make sure that your counterpart has sufficient information about you, your company, and the
proposed deal.
4 Focus your efforts on building a relationship and fostering trust between the parties.
5 Consider restructuring the deal so that the deal proceeds step by step in a series of increments,
rather than all at once.
Negotiating styles, like personalities, have a wide range of variation. The ten negotiating traits
discussed above can be placed on a spectrum or continuum, as illustrated in the chart below. Its
purpose is to identify specific negotiating traits affected by culture and to show the possible
variation that each traitor factor may take. With this knowledge, you may be better able to
understand the negotiating styles and approaches of counterparts from other cultures. Equally
important, it may help you to determine how your own negotiating style appears to those same
counterparts.

Mediation: The Art of Facilitating Settlement

Some Open-Ended Questions to allow the person to speak or vent or for the
mediator to gather further information:

a.

Tell me more about

b.

How do you feel when

c.

ls there anything else you believe is pertinent to

d.

Help me understand (what) (how)

e.

What is your main concern about

f.

Please explain in further detail about

g. What was your thought process (evaluation, thinking, analysis) when you
said

h.

What goes through your head when you hear

¡. Tell me how a jury will respond to the other side saying
j.

Why don't you agree when the other side says

Provided by John R. Williams, Attorney/Mediator, San Jose, California
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TWENTY-FOUR (AND THEN SOME) TRIED AND TRUE NEGOTIATION
QUESTIONS IN A LIT¡GATED CASE

1.

Do you want to settle your case today?

2.

Do you have any reluctance or apprehension or roadblocks that would keep
you from settling in full today and, if so, why don't you share them with me

3. without saying what your client will (take) (pay) today,

I don't want to know
that, tell me what you think the other side is here to (pay) (accept) in full
settlement today

4.

Are there any formal demands or offers that have been made?

5. what do you think the other side's opening demand is going to be? why {o
you
think that?

6. ln light of your opening
going to be?

demand, what do you think the opening offer is

(No. That is too high. The more likely opening offer is g

7. (what message) (ls there a message) you are intending to send
(offer) (demand)?

I

by that

Let's go through the evaluation process the way a jury would address it.
First, do you agree with the stated (medical specials) (injuries claimed)
(causation) (loss of income claim) (future medical specials) (future loss of
income) (claim of loss of earning capacity in the future) (claim of diminution
of future earnings)?
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9. I understand

your argument. How much then will you allow for evaluation
and settlement purposes of the (categories above)?

10.What is the maximum amount of general damages a jury will give for these
injuries and special damages? All right. Now what is the minimum amount a
jury will give for these injuries and special damages?

a moment from the liability issues in this case. What is
the iniurv value of this case without consideration of the liability issues?

11. Let's step away for

12.1 understand the (demand) (offer) you would like to make. what is your
rationale, your decision making process, in deciding on this (demand)
(offer) at this particular time in the negotiation? Why would (the other party)
be interested in such a figure?

we know, however, the other
side will reject it. Tell me, after they have rejected your figure, what new
(demand) (offer) will they be sending back to you? (ln other words, what do
you think the other side will do in response to that new (demand) (offer)?)

13.1 will take your new (demand) (offer) to them.

14.1 don't think we can ever get (you) (them) ("to six figures") ("a figure starting
with a five") ("250,000") if that is what your client wants in this case.
However, if we ever get them to ($_ ) ("a figure starting with a nine"), wourd
your client be interested in that? (Would such a figure settle this case?)
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15.When you were thinking about this case last night and before you came
here this morning, how did you see this case being resolved? (ln the most
favorable way to you).

16.1 am your tool. You should use me to meet your goals today. How do you
want to use me to accomplish your resolution goals? What would you like
me to do here for you today?

17.ff a judge would allow you only one more piece of discovery by which to
further evaluate your case, what one further discovery effort would you
take? What would you hope to gain (or have the other side gain) from that
single piece of discovery? ff we do not settle this case today - and I will do
my best - what is your step-by-step discovery plan up until trial?

18.|s there any other way, any other elements, by which we can settle this
case other than a payment of money? What do they need that it would not
hurt your client to respond to?

19.You and your opponent are far, far apart in evaluation. What is she/he
missing or not considering that you feel is a fundamental misevaluation of
this case and its value?

out of ten are you (is your opponent) going to win this
defense verdict? What is the most likely jury comparative

20. How many times

case with

a

negligence percentage of the (plaintiff) (co-defendant)?
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21.You seem to feel really good about this case. Why don't you just get up and
leave here today and go try it before a jury? (. . . go get a Summary
Judgment Motion so you don't have to make any settlement contribution?)

22,Have you prepared for your client a Litigation Budget Plan through
discovery and trial? What is the projected cost of defense (or of trying this
case for the plaintiff) through trial? What are your incurred costs to date?
Are there real or potential liens out there that have to be considered?

23. Does your client have a pre-conceived figure in mind? (A set figure he/she
wants to net and take home?)

24. Does your business-person client understand the personal and staff time
and emotional and energy commitments that this litigation will bring down
through trial if we do not settle it here today?

Provided by John R. Williams, Attorney/Mediator, San Jose, California
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NOTEBOOK

Srneus lxsrrrurp Fon DIspurE RpSoLUTIoN
PpppBRDTNE IJNTvERSITY

Scuool

oF Law

Gourse Obj ectives
1. To reflecf seriously on the mediation process in order to
increase mediation and settlement conference
confidence and effectiveness.

2. To learn the language of negotiation, mediation and
settlement conferences so that all these processes can
be placed in a practical, conceptual framework.

3. To understand the latest empirical studies in business,
communication, psychology'and law and their application
to negotiation, mediation and settlement conferences.

4. To develop more effective personal negotiations,
mediation and settlement conference dynamics through
practice exercises and case studies.

5. To identify strategies in dispute resolution and apply
them to actual cases.
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Negotiation as a Mixed
Motive Exchange

Nofes

The Prisoners' Dilemma
The prisoners' dilemma is a paradigm for situations in which no one wants
to cooperate, yet all would benefit if they did. lts name comes from the
story used to illustrate it: two partners in crime are arrested and put in
separate cells. They have no way of communicating with each other. lf
convicted, they will be sentenced to life in prison, but the only way the
prosecutor can hope to convict them of more than a comparatively minor
offense - carrying, sâV, a two year sentence -- is for one of them to turn
state's evidence and testify against the other in exchange for freedom.
The two prisoners realize that if they both sit tight, each will get two years
in prison. lf one sits tight and the other defects, the informer goes free
while the other gets a life sentence. lf both confess, both get 20 year
sentences. The chart below delineates the choices and their possible
ramifications.

The Prisoner's Dilemma

I Sit Tight

Other Person
Sits Tight

Other Person
Defects

We both get
two years

Other person
goes free;
I get a life
sentence

I go free:

I Defect

Other person
gets a life
sentence

We both get
twenty years

You are one of the prisoners; what will you do?

lwill:

Sit

Tight

t.**
i

Defect
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Avoiding Exploitation

in a

Mixed-Motive

Exchange t*

Negotiators generally have two primary objectives. The more obvious
objective is to achieve the negotiator's bargaining goals, however, an even
more basic objective is to avoid being exploited in the negotiation
procoss. studies of the Prisoners' Dilemma piayed many times
èonsecutively by the same players reveals a strategy for avoiding
exploitation even while creating cooperation. By manipulating the future
aUitity to cooperate or compete, bargainers cari develop a pattern of
mutual cooperation. The strategy that is most effective in developing
cooperation is commonly called "tit for lat, " or responding either
competitively or cooperatively by matching the opponent's previous
move. The entire strategy contains five rules:

1. Begin óooperatively. A negotiator's first move should usually be
cooperative in an attempt to signai the other side that cooperation is
ro,tght. To avoid being exploited, however, the instance of cooperation
can be a smali one, such as responding promptly and politely to a request
for information that one is already obligated to share. By limiting the risk
to an issue the ne$otiator can afford to 1ose, the negotiator can send a
co op erativ e me

ss

age

without j eo p ar dizittg

2. Retaliate ¡f the other side is

m aj

or

is sues.

competitive.

By

responding
competitively to all competitive moves, a negotiator not only is protected
fi'om exploitation, the negotiator signals that the opponent cannot gain by
being cómpetitive, thus signaling that cooperation may be more beneficial
to both parties.

if

the other side L¡ecomes cooperative. This signals that
cooperátion is the preferred method of negotiation. If the opponent fails to
continue cooperation then retaliation will be necessary.
3. Forgive

tsN

Adapted frorn Robert Axelrod, The Evolution af Cooperatiott' (New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1984)
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4. Be clear and consistent in the approach. By being consistent the
negotiator becomes predictable. This allows the opponent to risk being
cooperative. Thus the parties begin focusing on the future rather than the
past.

is a

dynamic prôcess that demands
flexibility to be successful. Adhering to any one approach beyond the
time it is effective lessens the potential for agreement. Even with a clear
strategic direction, negotiators must remain flexible, seeking ways to
5. Be

flexible.

Negotiation

move a competitive negotiator to become lnore cooperative.
FN

as being
The frst four steps of this approach have also been described
has
this
strategy
Moreover,
and
transparent.
forgiving,
provocable,
nice,
even
been shown to create pockets of cooperation among negotiators
where the vast majority of negotiators bargain corrrpetitively.

The Dang er of 't Tit for Tattl

It should be noted, however, that some authorities "*t urgu" that tit-for'-tat
may be useful in negotiating substantive issues, but may cagse a
breakdown in the bargaining relationship if applied to relationship issues.
They assert that the bargaining telationship is an issue on which one
cannot be exploited, i.e., that being cooperative as to the relationship
simply meâns tryng to understand the opponent. If one is denied
reciprocity on this issue it merely leads to one-sided understanding. Thus,
relationship issues do not present a prisoners' dilemma. Úrdeed, they
maintain, being competitive on relationship issues may irnpair the
relationship. They, therefore, caution against competitive moves
regardin g non-substantive issues.

FN Robert

J. Condlin, "Bargaining in the Dark: The Normative
Incoherence of Lawyer Dispute Bargaining Role," 51 Maryland Law
Review 1,57 (1992).
FN2

Roger Fisher and Scott Brown, Getting Together: Building a
Relationship that Gets to l/es (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1988) 197-202.
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The f{egotiatorf s Dilemma

u*

Every negotiation is an exchange in which the bargainers hold conflicting
motives to compete and to cooperate. The motive to compete, for
example, may result from the need to avoid exploitation or to obtain as
rnuch value as possible. At the same tirne, bargainers may want to
cooperate in order to maintain a working relationship or to work together
in creating problem-solving options. This mixed motive exchange is the
negotiator's dilemma.

ist ¡W¡xø.¡{orjre
l{4o$aú*

"%

+u.d

Cooperatiæ

Competitiø
Avoiding Exploitst¡oû and
Claiming Vûluc

'

Maint¡iuinq Rolatin¡shio ¡n¡l

Odtins Vsluo

Competitors Drive for an Individual w-in;
Cooperators Look for Joint Gain
Competitors sense that the essence of negotiation is to divide by claiming
as much of the value as possible while giving up as little as possible.
Cooperators tend to believe that, above all, successful negotiation rnust be
inventive and cooperative enough to devise an agreement that yields
considerable gain to each pàrty, as compared to no agreement.

If

value is not created, the pie is not enlarged in a creative, joint,
beneficial way; thus there will be less to divide. But regardless of the size
of the pie, ultimately it must be divided; value created must be claimed.
There is a tension in negotiation betrveen cooperative moves to create
value and competitive moves to claim it.

rN Adapted from David Lax & James Sebenius, The Manager es
Negotiator, (New York: The Free Press, 1986).
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F{egotiafion Styles

u*

one paradigrn for describing negotiators'bargaining styles identifies five
points on uþd, one axis of which represents the value of the issue being
negotiated *ttit* the other axis represents the value of the bargainers'
relationship. It is illustrated as follows:

-t
I

I

I

Issue

I

I
I
I

Relationship
The avoiding negotiator is unassertive and tacooperative, pursuing

neither her swn inierests not the interests of her opponent. Issues remain
unaddressed either through being ignored, postponed, oI by the
negotiator's withdrawai from the negotiation.
The accommodator is also unassertive but cooperative, often sacrificing
his interests for the perceived good of the relationship. This approach may
take the form of selfless generosity or complying with an opponent's
demands.

o^ Adapted from l(erureth

Thomas, The Handboolr of Industrial and
Organizational Psych ology, edited by Marvin Dunnette (Chicago: Rand
McNally, 1976)
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The competitor is assertive and uncooperative -- the opposite of the
accommodator. The competitor pursues her own interests at the expense
of her opponent. The competitor's focus may be on pov¿er, through
argument, position, or economic sanction.

The compromiser is somewhere between assertive and cooperative. He
values expedience and may be willing to accept partial solutions to
problems so long as both sides are at least minimally satisfied. This oflen
results in splitting the difference, exchanging concessions or seeking the
quick middle ground rather than spending the time and effort necessary to
discover solutions that better meet the needs of both sides.
The collaborator is both assertive and cooperative -- the opposite of the
avoider- The collaborator works with her opponent to find ways both
parties can achieve their goals. This usually requires going beyond the
issues each side brings to the table to determine why those issues are
important and how ihey can be met. Collaborators may need to
brainstorm nerü/ ways each'can achieve their bargaining demands and
carefirliy examine the issues to learn from each other's insights.

Thus the greater the negotiator values the issues being bargained, the
more iikely the rregotiator will be perceived as competing rather than
avoiding. Similarþ, the moîe value the negotiator places on the
bargaining relationship, the more likely the negotiator will be perceived
as accommodating. The negotiator who places moderate value on both
the issues and the bargaining relationship will likely be perceived as
compromising. Finally, the negotiator that places a high vaiue on both
the issues and the relationship may be described as collaborating.

Copyight
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Completing the diagram, it appears as follows.

Collaborate

$
o
u

o

Avoid
(V¡lue
Gupon¡¡ce

otr
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Claiming Value: The
Predictability of
Distributive Bargaining

NOTES

Negotiation StrategY

i* a Mixe¿*ìcoürr
sogotrauon

"%

gudcl

Cooperation

Claiming Value Through

DISTRTBUTIVE BARGAII\ING
Cneatlng Value llhrough

]I}STE,GJRA]TTME

tsA]RGAÏNNNG

Some negotiations can be completed
using ortly distributive strategies.
Some negotiations can be completed
using only integrative strategies.
Most negotiations involve elements
of BOTH strategies.
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DISTRTBUTIVE BARGAINING
Much of the tension of the mixed-motive exchange in bargaining is the
tension between the desire to compete and the desire to cooperate. To
nnderstand bargaining, one must therefore be familiar with the rules of
competitive bargaining, not only because one will face competitive
bargainers, but also because almost all negotiations involve some
elements of competitive bargaining.

is sometimes referred to as "d.istributive"
bargaining because it is a process by which the parties distribute,
between themselves, the substance over which they are bargaining.
studies of distributive bargaining indicate some aspects are quite
predictable. The key to success is using the predictability to enhance the
likelihood of a deal.
competitive bargaining

Competitive Bargaining Assumes a Relatively Fixed pie.

competitive or distributive bargaining usually assumes that the value
being bargained is relatively fixed. Ir the case of an insurance claim or a
salary negotiation, for example, the parties may attempt to distribute a
limited and specific amount of money.
Competitive Bargaining is Perceived ts a Zero-Sum Exchange.
,This bpe

of bargaining has been called a zero-sum exchange,

i.e.,

whate',¡er one side gains the other side rnust lose. This assumption tends to

limit the options the parties may consider in seeking resolution to a
dispute or claim.

Competitive Bargaining Proceeds from Positions.
Distributive bargaining is usually done by moving from one position (i.e.,
a recoÍlmended resolution) to another position. Positions are changed
through a series of concessions or compromises.
Concessions

This series of compromises has been described as the negotiation
"dance" -- a sequence of continually diminishing moves through which
parties communicate and hopefully arrive at agreement.
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There is a Relationship Between Size of Concession and Time.
What is remarkable about the dance is that as bargaining continues, both
the size of the concessions and the time it takes for concessions to be
made follow a generally predictable pattem, namely, each concession
tends to be about half the size of the concession that preceded it and
takes about twice as long to be made.

The Bargaining "Dance" Usually Ends at About the Midpoint
Between the First Two Reasonøble Offers.

Another factor makes the distributive dance fairlypredictable: the parties
tend to agree to a settlement that is about half-way between the first
ttyo reøsonøble offers

Thus, a typical car purchase negotiation might look like this.

Sticker Frice

Opening Offer
Value to be distributed
$4,000

$16,000

$20,000
$19,000

$17,000
$17,500

$18,500
$18,250

$17,750
$17,875

$18,125

$17,935 $18,065
$18,00CI
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Predicting the outcome of a Negotiation from the opening Moves
Because negotiations tend to follow these patterns, the outcome
of a
particular distributive negotiation is ofien discernable from the

opening moves. If for example, the parties' initial concessions are too
small, the midpoint or agreement may never be reached. conversely,
if
the opening moves are sufficientry large, ít may indicate both where
agreement will be and how long it will likelytake.

All of the rules of distributive

bargaining combine to make a kind of
understood, can make the process much more
understandable and less threatening. unforfunately, where bargainers
do
not understand the process, they may miss opportunities to put deals
together, because they fail to rccognize what steps uppropriatály follow
each other

geometry which,

if

The Dance Cannot Be ShorGCircuited

It may appear tbat a negotiator could short-circuit the dance by making
an offer near the midpoint earþ in the negotiation. while trris might
#
usefirl where negotiators know and understand each other, in most
circumstances such a move would merely encourage one of the parties
midpoint offer to claim more value for himsetf.

.to use the

This is particularly frustrating since it means distributive bargaining can
sometimes be very time-consuming and therefore expensive.
succumbing to the temptation to short-circuit the dance, howeirer, can
result in settlements that are unsatisfactory on reflection and unworkable
in practice
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The Importance of Timing
For example, in the car negotiation, the right offer at ti.e wrong time may
still be the wrong offer. An offer to "split the difference" too early in the
dance may have the effect of merely re-defining the value that is being
distributed. Such a negotiation might look like this.

Offer
S16,000

Opening

Sticker Price
Value to be

distributed

$20,000

$4,000

An offer to 'split the diffcrence" at $18,000 will likely be seized upon
by the seller as an opporn¡nity to redefine the "pie" bÇing distributed
from $4,000 to $2,000. The negotiation might proceed as follows.

$18,000
s18,5ûO
$18,750
$18,875

$19,500
$19,250
$19,125
$19,063

$18,938 $19,032
$19,000

Distributive Bargaining Encourages an Aggressive Style'Which May
Harm a Relationship
Unforhrnately, such stylized distributive bargaining tends to motivate
competitive and aggressive strategies. One of the essences of distributive
bargaining, for example, is concealing information in order not to give
up too much of the object of the bargaining in order to reach a deal. A
number of other tactics are often associated with distributive bargaining
that are aimed at overpowering the opposing pady. As a result, there is
considerable likelihood such bargaining will harm the parties'
relationship.
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Distributive Bargaining Illustrations
The range in which parties will bargain and the zone in which they are
likely to find agreement can be illustrated on a settlement continuum.

Defertdantr s Perspective
The defendant wants to move the settlement to the left on the settlement
continuum.

Panel

1

Sehlenent

Fa¡Þ1 2

Figurc

Panel3 Duf*d*r,, nargainirg

Range

Contìnuun
Figurc
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Plaintiff s Perspective
The plaintiff wants to rnove the settlement to the right on the settlement
continuum.

Parnl4

Panel 5

Figüe

Paûôl 6

Plaintiffs

Range

Contínuum

Figu-e
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Cornbined Perspectives
Paasl

3 o"f*durrt'* Bargnlnìng

Range

Defe¡dant's
Openine
Offer

Fígwo

Panel 6

Pl¿lntitrs naryþiníng Rarrye

Continaun
Figure

Plaintiffs

Panel 7
Defendant's

Figure

Reservatim
Figure

T.lline sf, Agreement
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Deterrnining an Opening Offer
The first issue in determining an opening offer is to decide if you want to
open fust or if you want the other side to open. An important advantage
of opening yourself is that you have the first opporfunity to affect your
opponent's expectations about the negotiation. An advantage of ailowing
the opposition to open first is that they may set the negotiation boundaries
closer to your reservation point than you might have expected.

Credible and Insulting Offers
An opening offer may be described as falling in one of three zones. An
offer in the "zone of agreement" is acceptable to both parties. The parties
may continue to negotiate to improve their positions; however, further
negotiation should not be necessary if the goal is merely to reach an
agreemenf. An opening offer may also fall in the "credible zone", in
which case an opposing parfy may perceive the offer as outside his or her
zone of agreement, but reasonable enough that the ultimate agreement can
probably be predicted, i.e., it will tend to be halÊwa¡z between this
credible offer and the first credible offer from the other side. An offer in
the insult zoîe) on the other hand, is so unreasonable it not only fails to
set a bargaining parameter, it may cause an opponent to refuse to bargain
further.

Credible
Tnne

Insult
Z.one
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Illustration of Opening Moves

Plaintiffs Bargaining Range

r

-t

Elefenda$'s Bargaining Range

q%
Plaintiffs

Defendant's

Reservatim Reservatim

Figure
hne

Figure

af Agreemert
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Bxtreme and Reasonable Openings
The Extreme Option

A negotiator using the extreme option opens at the extreme eúge of what
is credible. There must be some rationale that supports the offer, even if
somewhat far-fetched. An offer is beyond the edge of reasona6leness if
either it is offensive or it is so extreme that it is not an ofler. Such an offer
may fall in the insult zorre.
An Extreme Offer Should Be f'Softrr
The negotiator making an extreme offer should recognize that the offer is
I'soft". It is often made merely to affect the opponent's expectations and
it will probably be conceded more quickly than would a more reasonable
offer. This softness is not always communicated to the other side,
however.

Monitoring Response
The negotiator making an extreme offer should monitor the response
from the other side and be ready to move from the offer or solidiSr his
position depending on that response.

Anticipating Concession

s

Finally, the negotiator making the extreme offer should anticipate the
possibility of making substantial concessions and must plan a way to do
so without losing credibilify.
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The Reasonable Offer
Falls Near theZone of Agreement

A reasonable opening offer is one that is perceived to be within or close
enough to the zone of agreement that if combined with a reasonable
counter-offer will likely establish where the final agreement will
result.

IMay Encourøge

Hard Bargaining

Because such an offer also affects an opponent's expectations, it may
encourage the opponent to bargain harder than the opponent might
have otherwise.

Must Demonstrate Commitment
A reasonable opening offer must be accompanied by commitment to
reduce the possibility it will be dismissed as an extreme offer.
Commitment to an opening offer can be demonshated by the offerorts
describing a large cost that will be imposed on the offeror for moving
significantly from the offer. For example, the offeror may indicate that if
he or she does not achieve an agreoment near the opening offer that the
offeror's job may be in jeopardy. An expression of commitment seeks to
limit the bargaining range in favor of the offeror.
|May Requir e IJ:ar ù Bargaining

The negotiator making a reasonable opening offer must be prepared to
solidify the negotiator's position through argument, communicating
limited flexibility.
Reduces Concessions

Concessions should be modest and should be made only after an
appropriate amount of time.
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Frame of Reference
Avoiding and Taking Risks
A studyFN of risk-taking behavior indicates that people are more likely to
avoid risks (e.g., settle) if they see a solution to a problem in terms of
potential gains than if they see the solution as ân effort to avoid loss.
Conversely, they will take risks (e.g., litigate) if they see a problem in
terms of avoiding the potential loss. How a problem is perceived is the
decision-maker's frame of reference. Moreover, whether a problem is
seen in terms of gain or loss may result merely from the language used to
describe the problem. For exarnple, a solution to a problem rnay be
described as "saving lives." To "save lives," a decision-maker is more
likely to avoid risky bohavior. If the same problem is described as an
effort to "avoid deat'hs," however, the decision-maker will likely consider
a riskier course of action, even though the potential iesults are obj.ectively
the same.

Anchoring
Because of this effect, the negotiator seeking settlement to a dispute
should affect an opponent's frame of reference by emphasizing how the
opponent will gain by settling. This will likely be more effective at
achieving settlement than emphasizing the opponent's risk of losing. For
example, in negotiating a iegal dispute, a proposal made to a claimant in
terms of the claimant's possible gains is also more likely to be accepted
than if the claimant is focused entirely on his risk loss at trial.

Creating or altering an opponent's frame of reference is cailed
"anchoring" or establishing a point to which the opponent is tied. An
opening offer acts as aî anchor and any concession should be
characterized as a gain for the opponent which the opponent should not
risk losing. Anchors can be established throughout a negotiation by
enrphasizing potential settlements within the negotiator's bargaining range
and the gains they represent for the opposition. A good negotiator must be
aware of both the frame of reference from which the negotiator is
operating as well as ways to alter the opponent's frame of reference.
Positive frames of reference and anchors can be important tools to
encourage settlement.

FN

Trr"rsky

&

Kahneman (i9B 1), cited in Max H. Bazerman, "Negotiator
B ehavioral Scientist, 27:2 (Nov./Dec. 1983) 2 1 1 .

Judgment," Anterican
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Evaluating Frames of Reference
Strategic Reframing

While the negotiator seeks to modify ân opponent's frame of reference,
the negotiator must also continually monitor his own reference frame and
strategically reframe the negotiation when necessary. For example,
negotiators who fail to achieve desired results, rather than abandon a
failed strategy, te¡rd to commit even mote 1€sources to a fruitless cause.
This is sometimes called "throwing good money after bad." The better
course is to step back from the negotiation, consider the fþame of
reference, and rethink strategy, o.r "cut onets losses." Altemative courses
of action should be evaluated in terms of future costs and benefits, not
past, and the negotiator must avoid attempting to justifli past actions by
continuing down an already discredited path.

A.voiding Overconfidence

The negotiator must also recognize that when predicting a likely
negotiation outcome, there is a tendency to have too much confüdence
that one's position will prevail. There is a danger in "believing one's own
rhetoric." Overconfidence. can lead to missed opportunities to
compromise. Resisting such overconfidence can reduce the costs of not
settling when a reasonable settlernent is offered.
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Winner's Curse
Finally, the negotiator will want to avoid "the 'Winnerts Curse" -- the
feeling that one might have achieved more if one lrad calculated an offer
more carefully. Winner's Curse usually results when an opponent accepts
an offer too quickly. Before an offer is made, the negotiator slrould ask,
"WillI be happy if the offer is accepted quickly?"

Linkage
'When

preparing an offer, the negotiator should be sure to include all
potential issues within the bargaining frame of reference. Offen there are
more issues on the tabie than appear at first glance. For example, a
claimant may be as interested in how soon a claim will be paid as how
much the payment will be. Once multiple issues are discovered they can
be linked together to create more attractive packages. Linking issues
results in multiple simultaneous distributive negotiations, where one party
moves on one issue as a concession for the other party's moving on
another issue. It may be more complicated and risky, but linkage can
provide the incentive that breaks the logfam in an otherwise stailed
negotiation.
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Tactics
Recognizing Tactics

Manipulating an opponent's frame of reference is an example of a
negotiating tactic designed to increase the negotiator's success. Generally
tactics are intended to affect an opponent psychologically, causing the
opponent to lose confidence in himself and his case so that he will
eventually settle for less than he otherwise would. Bargaining theorists
have identified a wide variety of negotiating tactics such as:

making an extrerne opening offer
a

using threats, rudeness, hostility,

rigidify and intolerance to

intimidate
a

using silence strategically

issuing ultimatums
.a

stalling

o

withholding concessions

a

claiming lack of authority

a

stretching the facts, and

a

playing good guylbad guy

and information
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Overcoming Tactics

Three approaches can help the negotiator overcome an opponent's tactics

1) Ignore them. Classic behaviorist theory suggests that the best way to
'While
extinguish a behavior is to avoid reinforcing it.
this may be
difÍicult, if it is possible to refrain from reacting to a tactíc, the opponent
may cease to use it. Unforh¡nately, the opponent probably has the
behavior regularly reinforced by other opponents.

2) Use tactics better. The negotiator who is skilled in using tactics may
be able to overcome an opponent's tactics. Of course, this level of
competitiveness may also affect the parties' relationship and make the
negotiation generally unpleasant.

3) Label tactics and negotiate on process. Perhaps the most effective
method for overcoming tactics is to point out to the opponent that he is
using a tactic, that you recogrnze he is using a tactic, and that you would
like to avoid using tactics in the negotiation. By making use of tactics an
explicit negotiation issue, the parties can negotiate how they will
negotiate. Raising the negotiation to this level can improve the parties'
reiationship and make the negotiation more pleasant and successful. With
agreements on process, the parties can retum to negotiating the issues in
dispute.
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Creating Value:
The Potential of
Inte gr ative B argaining

trforÆ's

Cooperative or Integrative Bargaining

* a Mixed-¡4bûrol
ñegouauoo

Competition

Cooperation

C[aiming Vafurc lllhrough

DISTRT]E{JTTMB BA]RGA]I}$T}SG
Creating Value Through

INTEGRATIVE BARGAINING

Some negotiations can be completed
using only distributive strategies.
Some negotiations can be completed
using only integrative strategies.
Most negotiations involve elernents
of BOTH strategies.
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Integrative Bargaining
To overcome the limitations of distributive bargaining, most negotiators
use .strategies that have been variously described as cooperative or
protlem-solving or principled or collaborative or integrative bargaining.
While there are some differences among these approaches, they are
grounded in very similar concepts.

Going Beyond the Zero-Sum Exchange
krtegrative bargaining, unlike distributive bargaining, does not assume the
value being bargained is fixed. In distributive bargaining, the parties
accept that whatever one side gains, the other side must lose. Integrative
bargainers seek ways that both sides can achieve their goals with as
little cost as possible fo the other side. This concept sometimes appears
difficult to apply to disputes which seek to distribute specifically
identified financial resources, howeve¡ a creafive negotiator can often use
integrative bargaìning strategies even it what appears as very restrictive
circumstances,

Expanding the 'rPie"
The general approach of the integrative bargainer is to be more global
than the distributive bargainer, to not be tied to only the obvious object of
the negotiation. The integrative bargainer asks, are tirere other elements of
value in the negotiation which are not obvious, but which, if addr"essed
can make the deal more easily ac-hieved.
Focusing on Inferests, Not Positions
Every negotiation seeks to resolve issues. Dishibutive bargaining focuses
on the positions the parties take to resolve those issues. Less obvious in a
negotiation are the interests that lie underneath the issues and the
positioas. The integrative bargainer directs the attention of the negotiation
to interests, ,tot positions or even issues. By focusing on interests, the
integrative bargainer seeks to "go below the line" (see infra) to find what
is driving the parties' conflicting positions.
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Moving from Distributive to Integrative
Bargaining
In distributive bargaining, the parties are pulling

against each other

distribute the fixed value they have identified between them.

¡ Hr¡d Pb tur
b.fivrr{
th¡¡¡goü¡ltrr "Chhh¡Yrluar 4tro.th

ÀÁsumÉ

c¡ill.ba aüclhsêd

ûorDiôdlüon

In integrative bargaining, the parties figuratively movç to the samc side
of the table, putting the problem díviding them on the other side, and
seek to expand the pie to fheir mutual benefit'
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fssues:

Issues are the 'tidentífiable and concrete" çoncerns
that rnust be addressed. to colclude a negotiatíon
suocessfüly. Issues tend to be tangible,lneasurable, and
Set the riegotiation agenda. Issues must always be
addressed before bargaining is complete.

Positions:

Fssitions are the parties' "definable't perspectives on
the issues of the negotiation. They afe the parties'
suggesfed means of dividing the value in dispute.

Interests:

Interests are the "abstract" needs that must be satisfied
to. complete a negotiation. They tend to be less tangible
'Whether
and measurable but are very real to the parties.
objectively iderrtified or not, these must also be
satisfied before bargaining is successful. There are
many tlpes of interests that must be satisfied in a
negotiation, such as process, substantive, relationship or
interests in principles.
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Types of fnþrests

Process. Interests

Process interestS :concem the procedures used to reach agreement. A party
may be concerned, for example, that the process be fair to all parties.

Substantive Interests
Substantive interests relate to the issues of the negotiation arrd the
positions the parties take. A claimant may have an interest in extending
payments over time, for example, due to an interest in long term security,
yet fail to articulate this interest during the negotiation-

Relationship Interests
Relationshþ interests concern the dealings between the parties. One or
both parties may, for example, be as concerned about future business
relationS between the parties as about the results of any particular
negotiation.

Interests in Principles
Interests in principles concern those beliefs such as ethics or morals that a
party has which affect the agreements a'party is willing to rnake.
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Going rtBelow the Line'r
The delineation of a negotiation among issues, positions and interests may
be diagramed as follows.

tssuc

Positíor

Position

+
IntctËst

IntÊr€st

Most negotiations deal only with issues and positions, i.e., the negotiation
takes place "above the line." To capture the potential of integrative
bargaining, the parties must "go below the line" and conscientiously
explore eacn' partls interests to see that they are satisfi.ed. Moreover, by
focusing on interests, it is possible the parties can devise strategies to
satisff those interests that are creative and require less resources than
shategies suggested by mereþ addressing the issues the parties raise and
the positions they take.
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Four Steps to Integrative Bargaining FN
The four steps of integrative bargaining are:

1) be hard on the substance of the negotiation but easy on the people,

2) distinguish interests from issues and focus on interests,
3) develop options that have potential for mutual gair¡ and
4) evaluate potential solutions.

L. Be

hard on subsfânce and easy on people.

Because people are often easily tlrreatened and operate from their own
frarnes of reference, they sometimes miscommunicate in stressful
situations such as negotiations. To overcome this, integrative bargainers
attempt to:

o separate the people from the problem

¡

understand the problem from the opponentrs perspective,

a

avoid inferring the opponentfs intentions fro¡n the bargainerts
fears,

a

recognize, identify, and discuss emotions explicitly, and

.

confirm interpretations before acting on them.

I'N

Adapted from Roger Fisher & William Ury, Getting to Yes, (New York:
Penguin Books, 1981); William F. Linclon, Robert O'Donnell, Leroy J.
Tomquist, L. Randolph Lowry, Collaborative Negotiation (Willamette
University, i985).
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The problem the integrative bargainer is seeking to solve is dealt with
rigorously. Because negotiations are often emotionally charged,
integrative bargainers attend carefirlly to the negotiation's focus and, work
either to steer the focus back to substance whenever the negotiation strays
to personalities, or to deal forthrightly with affective issues when they
interfere with discussing the substance of the negotiation. The negotiation
process itself is as much an issue for the integrative bargainer as are the

bargaining interests of . the parties. only when the bargainers are
comfortable with their bargaining relationship can they risk approaching
the negotiation using techniques that go beyond distributive strategies.

Generally, ther¡ the integrative bargainer must:

¡

Recognize when the focus is changing

.

Deliberately steer back to substance

.

Deal with people problems, and

o

Negotiate on process.
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2. Distinguish interests

from issues and focus on interests.

Many distributive negotiations break down because there is simply no
zone of agreement. By focusing on positions rather than interests,
distributive bargainers limit the information they share, reducing their
creativity and problem-soiving power. By asking "what" and "how"
questions, on the other hand, bargainers can learn the reasons behind the
positions and seek to satisff those interests rather than the more concrete
uwhy"
issues. Such questions seek the "why" information without asking
questions. "'Why" questions tend to make the parties defensive, also
limiting their creativity.

In addition, to break an impasse in distributive bargaining, the integrative
bargainer must listen careful to what is not said by the opposition.
Bargaining generally involves considerable intuition and attention to body
language. All sources of inforrnation should be utilized to learn the other
side's interests and create a workable agreement.

Thus, the integrative bargainer should:
a

Seek reasons behind positions

o

Ask "what" and tthowtt questions that seek information

.

Listen for the unstated, and

o

Negotiate on process.
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3. Brainstorm options that have potential for mutual gain.
hrventing options for mutual gain consists of identifying and deliberating
over multiple solutions to a bargaining problem, and comparing,
contrasting, and refining these solutions until a realistic and mutually
satisfactory outcome is reached. It includes "brainstorming," in which
bargainers hlpothesize outcomes but do not evaluate them until all
imaginable possibilities are on the table. This process seeks to alter
frames of reference so that the bargaining problem is considered from the
parties' differing varúage points as well as vantage points that are created
by the brainstorming process itself. Integrative bargainers alter and realter the potential agreements, expand the bargaining stakes until there is
something for everyone, identi$r and match shared and dovetailing
interests, and treat agreements as tentative and subject to improvement
until the best solution is found. The purpose is to leave all parlies with
those items or parts of items they value most, and each party with a
payoff that is roughly equivalent to the other's.
Generally, the integrative bargainer should:

¡

Invent all possible options

Follow a process that allows initially for no criticism and does not
obligate the suggesting party to defend or eventually accept the
suggestion. The parties must be free to make suggestions without
obligation. Coniinue inventing options untii aii ideas are expiored.

.

Develop options

Develop several packages of options that contain interests from each of
the parties.

.

Evaluate reasonable options looking for mutual gain

List the advantages and disadvantages of each option. Each party can
develop a "last best" offer to identify its highest priorities.

.

Reinvent options based on those evaluations.

Generate a process for jointly collecting additional data
including possible consultatíon with an expert.

if

necessary,
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Inventing Options
Without lifting your pencil from the paper, connect all of the following
dots by drawing no more than four straight lines.

a

a

)

I

a

a

4. Evaluate Potential Solutions
Once all the options afe on the table, the parties can consider which are
realistic and which best meet the parties' needs. To do this they will need
to review the interests revealed in the bargaining process, assess how
those interests can be met by the solutions developed in brainstorming,
make a cost/benefit analysis of each viable option, and integrate options,
if possible, to provide the best solution. Options that go most directly to
the interests underþing the parfiest positions should receive the most
consideration. The parties should keep in mind that a solution that
expands the pie to be distributed and meets the concerns of both parties
wili more likely be accepted than a solution that more narrowly meets the
needs of only one party.

This ability to meet multiple collcems should be given high priority in
evaluating potential solutions. If a high degree of compromise is needed
to reach agreement, it may indicate that the options being considered are
insufficiently creative to provide a long lasting solution to the issues
being negotiated. The more the parties can evaluate the solutions from
each other's frame of reference, the more likely a workable solution will
be found.
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Benefits of Integrative BargaÍning
Increased Efficiency
úrtegrative bargainiqg has many advantages over distributive bargaining.
Firsf, integrative bargaining is more efficient. Distributive bargaining
involves the parties' taking positions, sometimes extreme positions,
argu;ngthose positions, employing taotics to support those positioos, and
making concessions only wlren necessary to obtain concessions from the
óther side. This is the "dance" of distributive bargaining and it often takes
It is generally vely risky to attempt to
a substantial amount of
short-circuit the distributive b argaining prooess. Moteover, dish'ibutive
bargaining requires time-aonsuming decision-making. By focusing on the
interests underneath posítions and by seeking creative solutions to
posturing and
problems, bargainers' "oan avoid wasting time
gamesmanship.

time:

in

Better Agreements
Second, integrative bargaining results in better agreements. Negotiators
who bargain over positions tend to lock themselves into frames of
reference they have difficulty. escaping. Once a position is argued, it may
be hard to make concessions without losing face. Because attention is
focused elsewhere, it is less likely the partiesi interests wili be satisfied.
By shifting fhe focus to interests, the parties can a1low themselves to risk
being ereative and can discover solutions to a dispute that might remain
hidden behind vigorously argued positions.
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Preserving the RelationshiP
Third, beoause diStributive bargaining Gan be very argumentãtive, it may
threaten the parties' relationship, lntegrative bargaining, on the other
hand, tends to preserve the parties' relationship. Even where the
relationship is not ongoing, anegotiator ffiny still have some likelihood of
encountering the opponent another time during the negotiator's careet. A
good relationship will enhance the possibility of future agreements. Even
though particular individuals may not bargain together again, those who
remain in an industry or institution for a length of time may develop a
reputation for bargaining style which is not conducive to easy
negotiations. Recognition as a respectful, efficient bargainer can clear
rnany hurdles in negotiating agreements quickly.

Reducing the Danger that the Agreement

Witl

Be

RepudÍated
Fourttr" if theprocess by which the parties achieve agteement is perceived
as positive, there is a greater likelihood the parties will abide by their
agreement.

Improved Organizational Effectiveness

If

those resolving the dispute are within the same organization, the
benefits of their more effective dispute resoiution process will likely be
felt in ofher parts of the organization. They can serve as an example for
resolving disputesboth within the organization and in disputes with those
outside the or ganization.
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Negotiation Preparations
Negotiation strength. does not come entirely from negotiation skill,
economic r€souroes, or even supporting case law. No¡e of "these
advantages is effective without complete and careful prepar'ation. Such
preparation has many elements,

Consider the Alternatives
If there are one or more attractive

alternatives to a negotiated agreement,
the bargainer has considerable power in deciding whether to accept a

settlement offer. Thus, much like the process for building a large
stnrcture, the bargaining process starts by considering the potential
outcomen then working backward to the beginning. In a legal dispute, the
most likely altemative to a negotiated agreement is litigatior¡ therefore,
one must begin the bargaining process by carefully estimating the likely
trial results. Until this is assessed, the bargainer cannot make an ¿ccurate
evaluation of a settlement proposal.

Learn Äbout fhe Other Side
V/hile you need not match yolrr opponent's negotiation stYle, you should
think about how best to meet it. Considerwhat sources will reveal useful
infor-mation about whether the other side negotiates competitively or
cooperatively. Vlill they be prepared, have authorify, bargain in good
fàrth?-Whí1e you will probably want to stay with your basic negotiation
style, some adjustments may be useful to complement your opponend's
style.

Ask tt'Whatt' and rfllowtr Questions
To discover tire interests

underneath positions, bargainers should ,ask
questions beginning with "what" and "how" rather than "why.!' On their
face, "why" questions may appeaf useful, but they tend to make an
opponent defensive, resulting in arguments attempting to justif, a
position without necessarily :revealing the interest underneath that
position. "'What" and "how" questions usually sound more objective,
particularly when focused on facts of the case.
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Understand Needs and Interests
Many types .of infoirnation can be- useful to the bargainer. Generally, the
bargainu w:ârlts to trtnow the needs and interests of the other side. Ihese
'âre not always revealed by the issues raised and the positions taken.
Objective questioning about how a need came to be or what interests were
considered in arriving at a position may give the integrative bargainer the
iqformation needed to move the other party off its positions and begin to
consider creative options for meeting both parties' needs.

Learn Expectations
The b;argainer should try to determine the other sidels expectations, both
about'the outcome and about the negotiating process. All assumptions
aboul what tlre. other side is expecting are dangerous. The bargainer
should explore with the opposition the kinds of solutions they have in
mind as well as the negotiating format they prefer and any impasse
resolving processes they would be willing to consider.

Understand Perceptions
The other side's perceptions of the bargainer and the bargaining process
can guide the integrative bargainer in choosing strategy, suggesting
options, and improving communication. As important as the messages
errd signals the bargainer attempts to communicate is the way these
signals are actually understood by the other side. Again, assumptions can
lead to miscommunication. It is often usêfuI to discuss explicitly how the
other side perceives what the bargainer is attempting to conveY.
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Determine Attitudes
The other side's genoral :attitudes about bargaining ¿md about this
negotiation in particular can help the integrative bargainer. It may be
necessary to encourage the opposítion to perceive bargaining as a
problem-solving proeess or to recognize that both sides are interested irt
settlçment. It will be useful to know if extraneous issues such as past
bargaining history are affecting the other side's approach to the
negotiation.

Discern Preparation
The integrative bargainer should attempt to learn the other

side's
frustrating
where
be
very
can
prepar¿itiÕn for thc negotiation. Negotiating

the opponent is unàble to provide the information

necessar)¡ for
opponent
the
highly-prepared
proceed.
oJher
hand,
On the
bargaining to
may make it clear that further preparation is necessary by the bargainer
whohas spentless time on the çase.

Determine Authorify
Iftrowing the other sidels authority ean also help avoid ineffectual
bargaining. Bargainers should not assume an opponent has the power to
negotiate an agreement. Each party's authority should be explicitly
discussed before any real negotiations begin.
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C

onsider External Influences

Finally, the integrativebargainef should have a olearunder.standing of any
extemal influences that rnay affect how the other side is approaching the
negotiation. Examples include time constraints, company policy,
bargaining history, tradition, legal assumptions or a desire to create or
avoid publicity. Any of the opponent's behaviors that seem out of the
ordinary may suggest the opponent has a motivation that is not obvious at
the bargaining table. Until these are discovered, they will cloud the
communication and make agreement less likely.

Assess

Your Opponentls

Õase

Time spent dissecting your opponent's case as well as yow own will alert
you to the ar.guments you will likely confront. Thinking about the other
side's frame of referenoe mây allow yoü to formulate the questions that
will reveal the intere"sts behind the positions they will take. Demonstrating
an understanding of their point of view may also encourage them to
bargain cooperatively and rïsk sharing infonnation that will allow you to
brainstorrn creative solutions' to the bargaining issues,

Estimate the Point of Agreement
Knowing both your own case and your opportent's case, you can make a
rough estimate of where the case should settle. This estimate will be
useful in calculating your opening offer and determining, by your
opponent's opening offer and initial concessions, whether agteement is
likely. If it is not, it may be necessary to negotiate process, or seek
creative options based'on the parties' interests, or involve a third-party
neutral, or procee{. to an allernative to a negotiated agreement.
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NegotÍation Power Sources
A negotiator has at least six sources of power to influenoe

o

Skill l(nowledge and Preparation

..

Viable Alternatives

¡

Satisfyíng Solutions

a

Legitimacy/Credibility

a

Commitment

a

negotiation

Good Relationship

Adapted from'Roger Fisher, "Negotiation Power," Ameiican Behavíoral
Scientist, 27:2 (Nov'IDec. 1 983).
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Impediments to Settlement
Although most disputes setfle through negotiation,

in

some

cÍtses

negotíation proyes unsuccessful. There may be ânumber ofreasons.

Communication tr'ailure
Good communication depends on numerous factors involving personality,
good faith, emotions, etc. Where commtmicationhas broken dowú, it may
be necessary to involvç a neutral skilled in communication facilitatio-n.

Poor Negotiating Skills

Just as good csmrnunication depends on numerous factors, good
negofiating requires a considerable variety of skills. Overcoming poor
negotiating skills may require even greater .skill on the part of the
oppone¡rt or, again, involving a neutral, to coach the unskilled negotiator
in reaching settlement. Manynegotiators obtain additional training before
entering an important negotiation, to brush up on their ski1ls.

Lack of Information
Part of what good negotiators listen for in "wh¿t is not said" by an
opponent, is evidence that the opponent lacks sufficient infonnation to
rçach settlement. Gosd information can give the negotiator considerable
power. Claiming lack of information is also a tactic some parties use to
rranipulate a negotiation. Focusing on information adequaoy can help
negotiators overcome illusory obstacles.
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EmotÍonality

Good negotiating shares elentents with good poker playing. The
negotiator must either separate his or her feelings about the substartce of
the negotiatíon or the opposing party from the desiied outconte, or the
parties may need a facilitator to help them address their emotions relating
to the negotiation.

Differing Legal Perspectives
The parties may have a good faith disagreement about the likely outcome
of their dispute were it brought to trial. The parties may seek a neutral's

opinion to give them

a basis

for further negotiation.

In appropriate Representatives

The actual people at the table may be a source of discord because they
enter the negotiation with one or more of the above impediments or they
may simply have a personality.conflict. Sometimes the easiest solution is
to change representatives.

Neçd Aufhoritative Rulihg
The negotiation process itself may be inappropriatg for exampleo where a
party wants to set a precedent or there is no precedent on which to base
the negotiation. In such cases, the negotiation most likely must be
abandoned.
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Negotiatorf s Reluctance to Agree
There are many reasons a negotiatot may be unwilling or unable to seftle.
Some of the more corrúnon are citedbelow.

Reluctance to Reveal Position

First, the negotiator may be, for various reasons, reluctant to reveal a
bargaining position, for example, where ù pùrty wants a bargaining
representative to make an unreasonable demand or where the party
believes there may be an advantage to inducing the opposing party to put
the first offer,on the table.

Unwillingness to Concede
Second, a negotiator may be unwilling to conceile, perhaps because the
negotiator values winning the negotiation more highly than settling or
there is some value to extending the negotiation for as long as possible.

Fear of 'Weakness
Third, a negotiator may fear being perceived as weak, especially where
the negotiator is likely to be involved in future sirnilar negotiations.
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Animosity Tow¿rd Qpponent
Fourth, anegotiator may reject an agreement because of negative feelings
about an opposing party. Such feelings may have preceded fhe
negotiatio-n ar may have been caused by the opponent's behar¡ior during
the negotiation.

I'ear of F¿ilure
Fifth, a negotiator may hesitate even to propose an agreement for fear of
rejection or causïng impasse. In some corpor:ate, bureaucratic, or other
hierarchical situations, blaming an. opponent for making litigation
necessary may.be less risþ than being peroeived as having caused a
negotiation breakdown.

Fear of Losing Face

Finally, a negotiator may be reluctant to agree for fear of losing face.
Some negotiators stake their reputations in litigation rather than
settlement. Even a reasonable settlement rnight be rejected in order not to
miss the opportunity to take the case to court.
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Attorney Needs in Negotiation
Theparties may rreed úo recognize certain needs oRe oI more attomeys in
a negotiation may have.

To impresb his or her client

.

By accomplishing the clients goals

o

So the

client appreciates the attorney's services

Manage client expectations

Impress the opposin$ client

Impress the opposing attorneY

.

V/ith the attorney's abili¡y

.

lVith the shength of the client's

Learn information about the

case

case

¡

Facts and law

r

Evaluate witness credibility

r

Ev¿luate opposing client commitment

o

Evaluate opposing attorney commitment

Financial Gain
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Bargaíning Team Considerations
Who is on the'Team?

What Authority Does Each Team Member l{ave in Relation to Each
Other? In Relation to theNegotiation?

lVould a Spokesperson be Appropriate?

'TVhat \MilI
be the Rote of Non-spokesperson Team Members?

On Whatfssues Do Team Mernbers Disagree?

What Are Each Team Member's Interests?

How Will Tearn Members Communicate at the Table?

How Will the Team Handle Caucusing?
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Durable Agreements
To be durable, an

a.greement should be satisfying
procedurally, substantively, and psycho lo gically.

to the parties

Procedural Satisfaction
An agreement should assrue order, equify, and ownership:6f the dispute
resolution process and. settlement agreement. The real test of procedural
satisfaction is whether the parties use the process to resolve future
disputes.

Substantive Satisfaction
This is a sense of adequate resolution of the issues negotiated. The
resolution need not and will likely not be perfect, however, there should
be:

o

resolution on all substantive issues

specificity on all tenns and conditions, and
a

a sense

of equit¡ practicality, and achievabili{y

Psycholo gical Satisfaction
Psychological satisfaction refers to the parties' emotional response to the
negotiation. For the agreement to be durable, the parties must each
believe they.achieved as much as possible within the context of the
requirement to accommodate each other's needs. There sh.ould be a sense
that the agreement was better than the alternatives to agreement.
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Using the Negotiation Planning lnstrument
The Negotiation Planning lnstrument (NPl) is a tool for systematic
negotiation preparation. lt takes the negotiator through a series of

projections about the moves and information of the negotiation in order to
eliminate surprises during the negotiation and bring confidence to the
negotiator. To complete the NPl, one should fill in the columns in the order
they are numbered completing a column for one's own approach to the
negotiation and then completing a column from the perceived perspective
'one's "opponent." ln the context of multi-party negotiations,
of
a column
should be completed for each party.
The following is a narrative description of the sections on the instrument.

1. Parties. A party to a negotiation is anyone who will be affected by the
outcome and who was the power to affect the outcome or its

implementation. While many negotiations are conducted without all of the
individuals who míght meet that definition, consideration should be given to
the impact of each potential party on the negotiation. Parties should be
identified prior to the initiation of the actual negotiation. Parties should be
listed in column one.

2. lssues.

lssues are the concrete, definable items that set the agenda
for negotiation. They usually are very clear to the parties who know that
such matters must be resolved before the negotiation is concluded.
Typically issues are matters "on the table" about which there may be

disagreement. Obviously, there may be many issues in

a single

negotiation. lssues should be defined prior to or early in the negotiation so
the parties know the subject of bargaining. lssues should be listed in the
second column.

3. Alternatives. Alternatives in negotiation refer to the options that can

and/or will be pursued if the negotiation is not successful. Alternatives are
outside the bargaining range of the negotiation. They may be very
attractive and thus result in fewer or smaller concessions during the
negotiation or they may be very undesirable resulting in more and larger
concessions during the bargaining process. Alternatives provide
negotiators something with which a final offer can be compared. lf the
alternative is more attractive than the result offered in negotiation, the
alternative will be taken. lf an alternative is less attractive than the result
offered in negotiation, the negotiation offer will be taken. Alternatives
become the reference points for evaluation of offers made by a negotiation
party. All possible alternatives should be listed.
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4. Most Likely Alternative. Of the alternatives listed in column three,
the most likely to actually occur should be listed in column four.
Determining this most likely alternative will require as honest an

assessment as possible. The more accurate the negotiator can be in
predicting the outcome of the negotiation, the better he will be prepared to
decide whether to accept the outcome or use an alternative to a negotiated
agreement.

5. Bottom Line/ Reservation Point. The bottom line/ reservation point
in negotiation is that point inside the negotiation, beyond which a
negotiator will not go. lt is the stopping point; the point at which a
negotiator will take the alternative. lnformally it is referred to as the

"bottom line." To the extent that it is announced to the other party, and
circumstances then change, it may be violated in a subsequent move
causing the negotiator to lose credibility. To the extent it is announced,
and honored through comrnitment and preparation in developing an
alternative, it increases credibility. For planning purposes, the bottom line/
reservation point should be perceived as that final point to which one
would go in order to avoid the perceived alternative. lf used this way,
obviously the alternative must be developed first. The bottom line/
reservation point should be listed in the fifth column.
l-¡+¡^l
ililLrcrt

tt^^:ú!^rLrsrLt(,¡t.

-rL
I lt e

process of negotiation involves a series of
moves that constitute the negotiation "dance." lf one began by revealing a
bottom linel reservation Boint. there would be no danee. !t would hre

u.
^

ã'

tãl"n

1l.'" riLlJi"i tñã
"i"åiå
negotiation
move must be made
that achieves not only
the purpose of establishing the fíeld of negotiation, but ideally should effect

ã".epteJ

"ïãrtåiÀ"t¡u"
dance,
an opening

tn ãioå.-io

the aspirations or expectations of the other party. After establishing a
i'eservation point an opening rrrove ean be cjefinecl to aeeornpiish the
above. lt may be the same as the initial position. The opening move
should be listed in the sixth column.

7-9. Fallback Position(s). The fallback position(s) defines a series of
moves that might be moves in a negotiation, all of which are between the
opening move and the reservation point. Typically they would be
acceptable outcomes to the party proposing them. Each would be less
desirable as they move on a continuum from the opening move toward the
reservation price. The one-page NPI can only accommodate one fallback
move but many may be defined in planning for an actual negotiation. They
can be listed on an attached sheet. All fall back moves should be listed in
the 7-9 column.
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10. lnterests.

lnterests in negotiation are analogous to needs. They
may be abstract, may be difficult to define but they are very real to the
parties in negotiation. Many times interests drive the negotiation even
though they may not be discussed. While issues must be resolved for

successful negotiation, interests must be satisfied for successful
negotiation. The focus on interests moves the negotiation from the
limitations of purely positional bargaining "below the line" to include
valuable information on concerns, motives, needs, and goals of the

negotiator. The discovery of interests may allow for the expansion of the
negotiation, the inclusion of more information as well as the achievement
of more creative and satisfying outcomes. lnterests should be listed in the

tenth column.

11. Creative Options. Once interests are defined, negotiators can use
them as the basis of a creative process that will invent, develop and
evaluate potential solutions to satisfy the needs of all pañies, solutions
typically will be outside the parameters of positional bargaining that just
distributes the value defined by the opening moves. Creative options to be
considered in negotiation should be listed in the eleventh column.

When a line is completely filled in, left to right, a deliberate planning
process for negotiation from the perspective of one party has been
completed. When such is completed there should be several benefits:

reservation point, opening move, creative options and alternatives to
a negotiated agreement;
influence of that consideration on establishing positions to be taken;

anticipate the dynamics and expressions of the other party; and,

other party's moves can, when made, be immediately put
perspective.
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Language is only the most obvious part of the global communication gap. Different
cultures also have distinct approaches to communication during meetings and
negotiations, as described by British linguist Richard D. Lewis
(http://www.crossculture.com/about-us/richard-d-lewis/), whose best-selling
book, “When Cultures Collide (http://www.amazon.com/When-Cultures-Collide3rd-Edition/dp/1904838022),” charts these as well as leadership styles
(http://www.businessinsider.com/leadership-styles-around-the-world-2013-12)
and cultural identities (http://www.businessinsider.com/the-lewis-model-2013-9).
Lewis, who speaks ten languages, acknowledges the danger of cultural comparisons
in his book: “Determining national characteristics is treading a minefield of
inaccurate assessment and surprising exception. There is, however, such a thing as
a national norm.”
In support of cross-cultural studies, he writes: “By focusing on the cultural roots of
national behavior, both in society and business, we can foresee and calculate with a
surprising degree of accuracy how others will react to our plans for them, and we
can make certain assumptions as to how they will approach us. A working
knowledge of the basic traits of other cultures (as well as our own) will minimize
unpleasant surprises (culture shock), give us insights in advance, and enable us to
interact successfully with nationalities with whom we previously had difficulty.”
Lewis’ communication diagrams show how cultures use language to negotiate, with
wider shapes showing greater conversational range, obstacles marked in gray, and
cultural traits noted as well.
Americans, for instance, tend to launch right into negotiations, respond to discord
confrontationally, and resolve with one or both sides making concessions.
Canadians tend to be more low-key and inclined to seek harmony, though they are
similarly direct.
We’ll go over the rest in brief after a selection of charts taken with permission from
the 2005 third edition of “When Cultures Collide (http://www.amazon.com/WhenCultures-Collide-3rd-Edition/dp/1904838022).”
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And the rest in brief, paraphrasing and quoting from “When Cultures Collide
(http://www.amazon.com/When-Cultures-Collide-3rd-Edition/dp/1904838022)“:
English tend to avoid confrontation in an understated, mannered, and humorous
style that can be both inefficient and powerful.
French tend to engage vigorously in a logical debate.
Germans rely on logic but “tend to amass more evidence and labor their points
more than either the British or the French.”
Spanish and Italians “regard their languages as instruments of eloquence and they
will go up and down the scale at will, pulling out every stop if need be to achieve
greater expressiveness.”
Scandinavians often have entrenched opinions that they have formulated “in the
long dark nights,” though they are reasonable conversationalists. Swedes often have
the most wide-ranging discussions, Finns tend to value concision, and most
Norwegians fall somewhere in between.
Swiss tend to be straightforward and unaggressive negotiators, who obtain
concessions by expressing confidence in the quality and value of their goods and
services.
Hungarians value eloquence over logic and are unafraid to talk over each other.
Bulgarians may take a circuitous approach to negotiations before seeking a
mutually beneficial resolution, which will often be screwed up by bureaucracy.
Poles often have a communication style that is “enigmatic, ranging from a matterof-fact pragmatic style to a wordy, sentimental, romantic approach to any given
subject.”
The Dutch are focused on facts and figures but “are also great talkers and rarely
make final decisions without a long ‘Dutch’ debate, sometimes approaching the
danger zone of overanalysis.”
Chinese tend to be more direct than the Japanese and some other East Asians;
however, meetings are principally for information gathering, with the real decisions
made elsewhere. Hong Kongers negotiate much more briskly to achieve quick
results.
Indian English “excels in ambiguity, and such things as truth and appearances are
often subject to negotiation.”
Australians tend to have a loose and frank conversational style.
Singaporeans generally take time to build a relationship, after which they can be
shrewd negotiators.
Koreans tend to be energetic conversationalists who seek to close deals quickly,
occasionally stretching the truth.
Indonesians tend to be very deferential conversationalists, sometimes to the point
of ambiguity.
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Israelis tend to proceed logically on most issues but emotionally on some.
And that’s how one respected, well-traveled, and highly multilingual linguist sees
the world.
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Who drew these diagrams? They make no sense. Does narrower mean lower in over all volume?
Or intensity and speed of speech? Why are there random grey areas. Why do the dutch perform a
figure eight at the end? What is this.
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If you knew the Dutch - you'd know the figure 8 makes perfect sense ;)
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I giggled at "Korean Elastic Truth". Nicely done!
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The Indonesian chart "Ends in ambiguity."
Yup, pretty much that. Sort of. I guess...
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truer words have never been spoken
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I'd love to hear somebody act these each out on stage!
• Reply • Share ›

14

Mark Jeynes > Simon Snow • 2 years ago

I can picture the show now with John Cleese in the starring role
4

• Reply • Share ›

gregoryabutler • 2 years ago

Lots of ethnic stereotypes here
8

• Reply • Share ›

Max Hodges • 2 years ago

Here's a classic book on the topic by members of the Harvard Negotiation Project. If you want a
more serious treatment of the topic. Highly recommend
http://amzn.com/B008YUNDJS
8

• Reply • Share ›

Nicholas • 2 years ago

Where's "Russian"?
7

• Reply • Share ›
Sandwichman > Nicholas • 2 years ago

I wish! See Alexander Medvedkin's silent film Happiness (1934).
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Tim Pownall:

POWER IN NEGOTIATION

Power: the capabilities of negotiators can assemble to give themselves an advantage or
increase the probability of achieving their objectives. From the powerholder’s point of view, the
first perspective fits the power over definition, implying that this power is fundamentally
dominating and coercive in nature. From the other party’s point of view, this use of power
implies powerlessness and dependence on the receiving end – ranging from benign and
supportive (mentor relationship) to oppressive and abusive (dictatorial parent). In the second
perspective, the actor’s view of power suggests power with, Implying that the power holder
jointly develops and shares power with the other. The receiver experiences this power as
empowered and independent, and its dynamics reflect the benefits of empowerment, such as
better employee participation, broad delegation of authority, and a greater capacity to act with
autonomy and personal integrity.
Distributive and Integrative negotiators want leverage tactics over the other. These tactics are
used to exert influence/power over the other party in the service of achieving the best deal for
one or both parties. They
Put pressure on the other party
Persuade the other to see it their way
Get the other to give them what they wan
Get one up on the other
Change the other’s mind
Seeking power in negotiation usually arises from one of two perceptions –
The negotiator believes he/she has less power than the other party therefore, seeks
power to offset or counterbalance the other’s advantage.
In the case of the negotiator believing they need more power, they believe that
added power is necessary to gain or sustain one’s own advantage in the upcoming
negotiation.
Seeking power in negotiation / using tactics begs the question of motivation/purpose –
Tactics used to create a state of power equalization, or

Tactics used to create a state of power difference
Most commonly, negotiators employ tactics to create power equalization as a way to level the
playing field. The goal is to minimize either side’s ability to dominate the relationship. This lays
the groundwork for moving discussions toward a compromising or collaborative, integrative
agreement. In general, negotiators who don’t care about their power or who have matched
power – equally, high or low – find that their deliberations proceed with greater ease and
simplicity toward a mutually satisfying and acceptable outcome.
Power is implicated in the use of many of the competitive and collaborative negotiation tactics
studied, such as hinting to the other party that one has good alternatives (a strong BATNA) in
order to increase their leverage.
***Challenge in a discussion about POWER...two principal reasons in this difficulty
The effective use of POWER requires a sensitive and deft touch, and its
consequences may vary greatly from one person to the next. In the hands of one –
benevolence, prosperity and achievement, in the hands of another, domination and
disorder.
Not only do the key actors and targets change form situation to situation, but the
context in which the tools of power operate changes as well. As a result the best we
can do is identify a few key sources of power!
Sources of Power –
Informational power: Information – accumulation and presentation of data
intended to be persuasive. Expertise – acknowledged accumulation/mastery of body
of information.
Personality/Individual difference power: psychological, cognitive, motivational,
disposition/skills and moral orientation toward power use….a framing.
Position-based power: resulting from hierarchical orientation that influences
legitimacy/authority, reciprocity, dependence resource control (reward power and
punishment power).
Relationship-based power: derived from goal interdependence, such as – referent
power and access to control over information, resources and networks.
Contextual power: derived from context in which negotiation takes place including:
availability of BATNAs; organizational and national cultures; and, access to agents,
constituencies and audiences who can directly or indirectly affect the outcomes of
the negotiation.
Dealing with those with “More Power” –

Never do an “all-or-nothing” deal
Make the other party smaller
Make yourself bigger
Build momentum through doing deals in sequence
Use the power of competition to leverage power
Constrain yourself
Good information is always a source of power
Ask lots of questions to gain more information
Do what you can to manage the process

The Prisoneru'Dilemma
The prisoners' dilemma is a paradigm for siruatiorx in which no
one wants to cooperare, yer all would benefit if theydid. Its name
comes from the story used to illustrate it: rwo partners in crime
are arrested and pW in separare cells. Th.y have no way of
communicating with each other. If convicted, they wili be
sentenced to life in prison, but the only way the prosecuro r can
hope to convict them of more than a comparati".ly minor offense
-yng,
saft a two year sentence - is for one of them to nrrn
- carr
state's evidence and testify agairut the other in exchange for
freedom. The rwo prisonen realun that if they both sit tighã, each
wil ge_t rq¡o years in prison. If one sits tight and the orheidef.ct ,
the informer goes free v¡hile the other g.tr life senrence. If both
confess, both get 2}-year sentences. The "chart below delineates
the choices and their possible ramifications.

TI-IE PRISONEITS DILEMMA

YOUSITTTGI-il
'SØe

both get
two )€als

I SIT TTGF{T

I DEFECT

I

go free,

¡ou

get a life
sefitence.

YOUDEFECT
You go free,I
get a life
sentence.

Ve both get
fwenlyyeârs.

You are one of the prisoners; what will you do?

I will:

Sit Tishr

Defect
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Respo nses to Conftictt

NOTES

One paradigm for describing dispute resolution styles identifies five
points on a grid, one axis of which represents the value of the issue
being resolved while the other axis represents the value of the parties'
relationship. It is illustrated as follows:

-l

Issue

Relationship
Placing the four possible responses to conflict inherent in a competitive
or positional negotiation is fairly easy; however, how does one respond
to a conflict in which both the issue and the relationship are highly
valued? Is there a response that values both the people and the problem?

I Adapted from Kenneth Thomas, The Hondbook of Industrial and Organizational
Psychology, edited by Marvin Dunnette (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1976).

Copyright @ 1993-97, Pepperdine University Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution. Ail rights reserved.
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NOTES

The collaborator is both assertive and cooperative -- the opposite of the
avoider. The collaborator works with her opponent to find ways both
parties can achieve their goals. This usually requires going beyond the
issues each side brings to the table to determine why those issues are
important and how they can be met. Collaborators may need to
braínstorm new ways each party can achieve his or her bargaining
demands and carefully examine the issues to learn from each other's
insights.

Thus, the greater a disputant values the issues being bargained, the more
likely that party will be perceived as competing rather than avoiding.
Similarly, the more value a parfy places on the disputants' relationship,
the more likely that party will be perceived as accommodating. The
disputant who places moderate value on both the issues and the parties'
relationship will likely be perceived as compromising. Finally, the
disputant that places a high valuç on both the issues and the relationship
may be described as collaborating.

Copyright @ 1993-97, Pepperdine University St¡aus Institute for Dispute Resolution. All rights reserved.
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Cornpleting the diagram,

it appears

as follows.
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SESSION AT-A-GLANCE

WHO?

HOW LONG?

Introduction

Facilitator

10 minutes

The Game

Facilitator, audience

25 minutes

Debrief and Discussion

Facilitator, audience

15 minutes

Win as Much as You Can Game
Why Use This Game
•

Source, History and Resources for More
Information

To give teams experience in designing indicators and
data collection methods.

The source for this game is “The Big Book of Six Sigma Train-

•

To show diﬀerent ways of graphically displaying data.

ing Games,” by Chris Chen and Hadley Roth, New York:

•

To start a discussion about data stratiﬁcation, mean

McGraw-Hill, 2005 (pages 91-94).

and range.

Materials

Target Audience

For this game, you will need:
Senior staﬀ, team members, and anyone else who will be

•

involved in collecting and analyzing data. This game works

each team
•

One instruction sheet for each team (see Attachment 1)

Type of Game
A competition among teams.

Key Concepts
•

Data should give you the answers to useful questions.

•

Displaying these data graphically make them easier to
understand.

•

A good data tool will also tell you about the distribution
of the data you have collected.

NYSDOH AI
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Win as Much as You
Can Game

best if it is part of an introduction to data display tools.

Flip chart and diﬀerent colored marking pens for

50

Playing the Win as Much As You Can
Game

Preparation
To prepare for this session:
•

Familiarize yourself with the session’s structure

Welcome and Introductions

and content:

To begin the game, welcome participants and thank them

- Read through the game instructions and key teaching

for their participation. If necessary, ask individuals to

points in their entirety.

introduce themselves to the group.

- Practice the game itself.
•

- Practice presenting the key teaching points.

Learning Objectives

Prepare the room:

Tell participants that by the end of the session they will:

- Arrange chairs around a table or tables, set up to make

•

it easy for the participants to work in small groups.

Understand the relationship between collecting data
and answering useful questions.

- Set up an additional ﬂip chart in the front of the room

•

Have experience creating data display tools.

so you can capture key points of the discussion after

•

Have experience analyzing data displayed in graphs

the game.

and charts.
Agenda
Provide a brief description of the session’s primary
components:
1. Background to the Win as Much as You Can Game.
2. The game itself.
3. Debrief and discussion on what the game shows, and
how its lessons can be applied to HIV care.
4. Feedback and close.

NYSDOH AI

NQC Game Guide
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Background to the Game
Facilitator’s note

Key points to explain to your audience:

The purpose of this game is to give participants experience

•

Discuss the purpose of collecting data. Remind them

in creating and using data displays. Unlike data display

that randomly collecting lots of numbers is useless. You

exercises that give you a data set and ask you to graph it, this

want data that lead to information, that give you answers

game requires each participating team to, ﬁrst, create the

to your questions. Any good data collection activity

“indicator” they will use (that is, a question they will ask of

should begin with the questions you want to answer.

their fellow participants) and then display the results graphi-

•

Review the basic data display tools:

cally. This game illustrates the data collection and analysis

- Line graphs, showing data change over time.

process, rather than the mechanics of a particular tool.

- Histograms (frequency distributions) or bar
charts that show how many units have a particular

You may need to give the participants a quick refresher in

characteristic.

creating and using pie charts, histograms, line graphs, etc.,

- Pie charts, that show the percentage of each

although most people in health care settings have some

contribution to the whole.

familiarity with these. The authors of the game point out

- Scatter diagrams, that show the relationship of

that some teams may need help to structure a question that
will give them data that can then be put into a graph.

one variable to another.
•

Review the concept of stratiﬁcation: will we want
to know if the answer to our question varies due to a
speciﬁc element: day of the week, season of the year, age

plans to make data more available in the clinic or program.

or sex of the participant, etc.? Talk about how teams

Most programs have data reporting requirements and some

should consider how to design their data collection

collect additional data that interests the management or

strategy so these questions can be answered, if they

staﬀ. Consider making a plan to graph and distribute

are important.

dental referral rates, for example, if your program is not
already doing so.

NYSDOH AI
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Win as Much as You
Can Game

The discussion at the end of the game can lead to concrete
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Attachment 1

Win As Much As You Can Tally Sheet
Instructions: For 6 consecutive rounds you and your partner will choose either an X or a Y, and each of the other partnerships in
your group will make the same choice. The payoﬀ for each round depends on the pattern of choices made by your group.

PAYOFF SCHEDULE
4 X’s

Lose $1.00 each

3 X’s

Win $1.00 each

1Y

Lose $3.00

2 X’s

Win $2.00 each

2 Y’s

Lose $2.00 each

1X

Win $3.00

3 Y’s

Lose $1.00 each

4 Y’s

Win $1.00 each

Confer with your partner in each round and make a joint decision and mark the scorecard accordingly. After each round, track the
group’s choices and the payoﬀ.

ROUND

NYSDOH AI

YOUR CHOICE
(CIRCLE)

GROUP’S CHOICE

1

X

Y

X

Y

2

X

Y

X

Y

3

X

Y

X

Y

4

X

Y

X

Y

5

X

Y

X

Y

6

X

Y

X

Y

NQC Game Guide
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The Game Itself

Debrief and Discussion

•

Ask participants to divide up into groups of 3 to 6 with

•

Review results.

the people most like themselves with no more than 6

•

Ask the teams to describe their work: how did each

groups total. If asked what you mean by “most like
themselves,” provide no more information.

•

•

Give each group a copy of the instructions (Attachment 1.)

•

Each group gathers around its ﬂip chart and gives itself

•

•

team decide on its questions?
- What do they show about the make-up of the group
of participants?

a name, writing it on the ﬂip chart.

- Can you stratify the data in a useful way?

Each team composes a question it will ask each of the

- What about the mean of the data and the range?

other participants to determine how the groups have

What conclusions can you draw about the nature

been formed.

of the participants in this game?

After all teams have composed questions, instruct the

- How useful are these graphics? How could

participants to gather data from all the participants,
including their own team. Team members should record
•

they be improved?
•

their own HIV program.

Each team then creates a graphical display of

- Do the data they have access to provide answers
to useful questions? Why or why not?

Teams then quickly present their ﬁndings and show their

- Do they get any data results in graphical format?

charts/graphs.

•

If so, are these graphs useful?

The facilitator selects the winning team.

•

If not, what would they like to see? How could they go
about getting such graphs?

Feedback and Close
•

Ask your audience for feedback on whether this session
met its objectives. Take notes of their response on a ﬂip
chart, and keep it for your use in the future.

•

Schedule an informal follow-up session with any audience member who wants clariﬁcation or more information on the game or the concepts you discussed.

•

Thank your audience and congratulate them on their
hard work and success.

NYSDOH AI

NQC Game Guide
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Win as Much as You
Can Game

•

Discuss the application of what they have learned to

each person’s name and his/her answer.
their information.
•

Look at the graphs and analyze the data more deeply:

''W[N AS N,{UCH AS YOU CAN''

I

I

2

I

3

I

4

1

6

1

7

I

9

1

Scoring Key (Five possible outcomes):
4 X's:
Lose I point each

Your net score
3 X's:

Win I point each

Net score player 2

1Y: Lose 3 points
Net score player

3

Net score player 4

1

X: Win 3 points

3Y's: Lose

I

point each

Exercise developed by Geratd R. Williams and included n

4 Y's:

Win 1 point

kgat

each

Negotíøíon and Settlem¿nt, (Teacher's Manual) West pubtishing, l9g3

NEGOTIATING: THE TOP TEN WAYS THAT CULTURE CAN AFFECT YOUR
NEGOTIATION
by Jeswald W. Salacuse
Governance | September / October 2004
When Enron was still – and only – a pipeline company, it lost a major contract in India because
local authorities felt that it was pushing negotiations too fast. In fact, the loss of the contract
underlines the important role that cultural differences play in international negotiation. For one
country’s negotiators, time is money; for another’s, the slower the negotiations, the better and
more trust in the other side. This author’s advice will help negotiators bridge the cultural
differences in international negotiation.
International business deals not only cross borders, they also cross cultures. Culture profoundly
influences how people think, communicate, and behave. It also affects the kinds of transactions
they make and the way they negotiate them. Differences in culture between business
executives—for example, between a Chinese public sector plant manager in Shanghai and a
Canadian division head of a family company in Toronto– can create barriers that impede or
completely stymie the negotiating process.
The great diversity of the world’s cultures makes it impossible for any negotiator, no matter how
skilled and experienced, to understand fully all the cultures that may be encountered. How then
should an executive prepare to cope with culture in making deals in Singapore this week and
Seoul the next? In researching my book The Global Negotiator: Making, Managing, and
Mending Deals Around the World in the Twenty-First Century (Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), I
found that ten particular elements consistently arise to complicate intercultural negotiations.
These “top ten” elements of negotiating behaviour constitute a basic framework for identifying
cultural differences that may arise during the negotiation process. Applying this framework in
your international business negotiations may enable you to understand your counterpart better
and to anticipate possible misunderstandings. This article discusses this framework and how to
apply it.

1. Negotiating goal: Contract or relationship?
Negotiators from different cultures may tend to view the purpose of a negotiation differently. For
deal makers from some cultures, the goal of a business negotiation, first and foremost, is a signed
contract between the parties. Other cultures tend to consider that the goal of a negotiation is not a
signed contract but rather the creation of a relationship between the two sides. Although the
written contact expresses the relationship, the essence of the deal is the relationship itself. For
example in my survey of over 400 persons from twelve nationalities, reported fully in The
Global Negotiator, I found that whereas 74 percent of the Spanish respondents claimed their goal
in a negotiation was a contract, only 33 percent of the Indian executives had a similar view. The
difference in approach may explain why certain Asian negotiators, whose negotiating goal is
often the creation of a relationship, tend to give more time and effort to negotiation
preliminaries, while North Americans often want to rush through this first phase of deal making.
The preliminaries of negotiation, in which the parties seek to get to know one another

thoroughly, are a crucial foundation for a good business relationship. They may seem less
important when the goal is merely a contract.
It is therefore
important to
determine how your
counterparts view
the purpose of your negotiation. If relationship negotiators sit on the other side of the table,
merely convincing them of your ability to deliver on a low-cost contract may not be enough to
land you the deal. You may also have to persuade them, from the very first meeting, that your
two organizations have the potential to build a rewarding relationship over the long term. On the
other hand, if the other side is basically a contract deal maker, trying to build a relationship may
be a waste of time and energy.

2. Negotiating attitude: Win-Lose or Win-Win?
Because of differences in culture, personality, or both, business persons appear to approach deal
making with one of two basic attitudes: that a negotiation is either a process in which both can
gain (win-win) or a struggle in which, of necessity, one side wins and the other side loses (winlose). Win-win negotiators see deal making as a collaborative, problem-solving process; win-lose
negotiators view it as confrontational. As you enter negotiations, it is important to know which
type of negotiator is sitting across the table from you. Here too, my survey revealed significant
differences among cultures. For example, whereas 100 percent of the Japanese respondents
claimed that they approached negotiations as a win-win process, only 33% of the Spanish
executives took that view

3. Personal style: Informal or formal?
Personal style concerns the way a negotiator talks to others, uses titles, dresses, speaks, and
interacts with other persons. Culture strongly influences the personal style of negotiators. It has
been observed, for example, that Germans have a more formal style than Americans. A
negotiator with a formal style insists on addressing counterparts by their titles, avoids personal
anecdotes, and refrains from questions touching on the private or family life of members of the
other negotiating team. A negotiator with an informal style tries to start the discussion on a firstname basis, quickly seeks to develop a personal, friendly relationship with the other team, and
may take off his jacket and roll up his sleeves when deal making begins in earnest. Each culture
has its own formalities with their own special meanings. They are another means of
communication among the persons sharing that culture, another form of adhesive that binds them
together as a community. For an American, calling someone by the first name is an act of
friendship and therefore a good thing. For a Japanese, the use of the first name at a first meeting
is an act of disrespect and therefore bad. Negotiators in foreign cultures must respect appropriate
formalities. As a general rule, it is always safer to adopt a formal posture and move to an
informal stance, if the situation warrants it, than to assume an informal style too quickly.

4. Communication: Direct or indirect?

Methods of communication vary among cultures. Some emphasize direct and simple methods of
communication; others rely heavily on indirect and complex methods. The latter may use
circumlocutions, figurative forms of speech, facial expressions, gestures and other kinds of body
language. In a culture that values directness, such as the American or the Israeli, you can expect
to receive a clear and definite response to your proposals and questions. In cultures that rely on
indirect communication, such as the Japanese, reaction to your proposals may be gained by
interpreting seemingly vague comments, gestures, and other signs. What you will not receive at a
first meeting is a definite commitment or rejection.
The confrontation of these styles of communication in the same negotiation can lead to friction.
For example, the indirect ways Japanese negotiators express disapproval have often led foreign
business executives to believe that their proposals were still under consideration when in fact the
Japanese side had rejected them. In the Camp David negotiations that led to a peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel, the Israeli preference for direct forms of communication and the
Egyptian tendency to favor indirect forms sometimes exacerbated relations between the two
sides. The Egyptians interpreted Israeli directness as aggressiveness and, therefore, an insult. The
Israelis viewed Egyptian indirectness with impatience and suspected them of insincerity, of not
saying what they meant.

5. Sensitivity to time: High or low?
Discussions of national negotiating styles invariably treat a particular culture’s attitudes toward
time. It is said that Germans are always punctual, Latins are habitually late, Japanese negotiate
slowly, and Americans are quick to make a deal. Commentators sometimes claim that some
cultures value time more than others, but this observation may not be an accurate
characterization of the situation. Rather, negotiators may value differently the amount of time
devoted to and measured against the goal pursued. For Americans, the deal is a signed contract
and time is money, so they want to make a deal quickly. Americans therefore try to reduce
formalities to a minimum and get down to business quickly. Japanese and other Asians, whose
goal is to create a relationship rather than simply sign a contract, need to invest time in the
negotiating process so that the parties can get to know one another well and determine whether
they wish to embark on a long-term relationship. They may consider aggressive attempts to
shorten the negotiating time as efforts to hide something. For example, in one case that received
significant media attention in the mid-1990′s, a long-term electricity supply contract between an
ENRON subsidiary, the Dabhol Power Company, and the Maharashtra state government in
India, was subject to significant challenge and was ultimately cancelled on the grounds that it
was concluded in “unseemly haste” and had been subject to “fast track procedures” that
circumvented established practice for developing such projects in the past. Important segments
of the Indian public automatically assumed that the government had failed to protect the public
interest because the negotiations were so quick. In the company’s defense, Rebecca Mark,
chairman and CEO of Enron International, pointed out to the press: “We were extremely
concerned with time, because time is money for us. (Enron’s Rebecca Mark: ‘You Have to be
Pushy and Aggressive’” BusinessWeek, February 24, 1997,
http://www.businessweek.com/1997/08/b351586.htm.)

This difference between the Indian and U.S. attitudes toward time was clearly revealed in my
survey. Among the twelve nationalities surveyed, the Indians had the largest percentage of
persons who considered themselves to have a low sensitivity to time.

6. Emotionalism: High or low?
Accounts of negotiating behavior in other cultures almost always point to a particular group’s
tendency to act emotionally. According to the stereotype, Latin Americans show their emotions
at the negotiating table, while the Japanese and many other Asians hide their feelings. Obviously,
individual personality plays a role here. There are passive Latins and hot-headed Japanese.
Nonetheless, various cultures have different rules as to the appropriateness and form of
displaying emotions, and these rules are brought to the negotiating table as well. Deal makers
should seek to learn them.
In the author’s survey, Latin Americans and the Spanish were the cultural groups that ranked
themselves highest with respect to emotionalism in a clearly statistically significant fashion.
Among Europeans, the Germans and English ranked as least emotional, while among Asians the
Japanese held that position, but to a lesser degree.

7. Form of
agreement:
General or
specific?
Whether a
negotiator’s goal is
a contract or a
relationship, the
negotiated transaction in almost all cases will be encapsulated in some sort of written agreement.
Cultural factors influence the form of the written agreement that the parties make. Generally,
Americans prefer very detailed contracts that attempt to anticipate all possible circumstances and
eventualities, no matter how unlikely. Why? Because the deal is the contract itself, and one must
refer to the contract to handle new situations that may arise. Other cultures, such as the Chinese,
prefer a contract in the form of general principles rather than detailed rules. Why? Because, it is
claimed, that the essence of the deal is the relationship between the parties. If unexpected
circumstances arise, the parties should look primarily to their relationship, not the contract, to
solve the problem. So, in some cases, a Chinese negotiator may interpret the American drive to
stipulate all contingencies as evidence of a lack of confidence in the stability of the underlying
relationship.
Among all respondents in my survey, 78 percent preferred specific agreements, while only 22
percent preferred general agreements. On the other hand, the degree of intensity of responses on
the question varied considerably among cultural groups. While only 11 percent of the English
favored general agreements, 45.5 percent of the Japanese and of the Germans claimed to do so.

Some experienced executives argue that differences over the form of an agreement are caused
more by unequal bargaining power between the parties than by culture. In a situation of unequal
bargaining power, the stronger party always seeks a detailed agreement to “lock up the deal” in
all its possible dimensions, while the weaker party prefers a general agreement to give it room to
“wiggle out” of adverse circumstances that are bound to occur. According to this view, it is
context, not culture that determines this negotiating trait.

8. Building an agreement: Bottom up or top down?
Related to the form of the agreement is the question of whether negotiating a business deal is an
inductive or a deductive process. Does it start from an agreement on general principles and
proceed to specific items, or does it begin with an agreement on specifics, such as price, delivery
date, and product quality, the sum total of which becomes the contract? Different cultures tend to
emphasize one approach over the other. Some observers believe that the French prefer to begin
with agreement on general principles, while Americans tend to seek agreement first on specifics.
For Americans, negotiating a deal is basically making a series of compromises and trade-offs on
a long list of particulars. For the French, the essence is to agree on basic principles that will
guide and indeed determine the negotiation process afterward. The agreed-upon general
principles become the framework, the skeleton, upon which the contract is built.
My survey of negotiating styles found that the French, the Argentineans, and the Indians tended
to view deal making as a top down (deductive process); while the Japanese, the Mexicans and
the Brazilians tended to see it as a bottom up (inductive) process. A further difference in
negotiating style is seen in the dichotomy between the “building-down” approach and the
“building-up approach.” In the building down approach, the negotiator begins by presenting the
maximum deal if the other side accepts all the stated conditions. In the building-up approach, one
side begins by proposing a minimum deal that can be broadened and increased as the other party
accepts additional conditions. According to many observers, Americans tend to favor the
building-down approach, while the Japanese tend to prefer the building-up style of negotiating a
contract.

9. Team organization: One leader or group consensus?
In any negotiation, it is important to know how the other side is organized, who has the authority
to make commitments, and how decisions are made. Culture is one important factor that affects
how executives organize themselves to negotiate a deal. Some cultures emphasize the individual
while others stress the group. These values may influence the organization of each side in a
negotiation.
One extreme is the negotiating team with a supreme leader who has complete authority to decide
all matters. Many American teams tend to follow this approach. Other cultures, notably the
Japanese and the Chinese, stress team negotiation and consensus decision making. When you
negotiate with such a team, it may not be apparent who the leader is and who has the authority to
commit the side. In the first type, the negotiating team is usually small; in the second it is often
large. For example, in negotiations in China on a major deal, it would not be uncommon for the

Americans to arrive at the table with three people and for the Chinese to show up with ten.
Similarly, the one-leader team is usually prepared to make commitments more quickly than a
negotiating team organized on the basis of consensus. As a result, the consensus type of
organization usually takes more time to negotiate a deal.
Among all respondents in my survey, 59 percent tended to prefer one leader while 41 percent
preferred a more consensual form of organization. On the other hand, the various cultural groups
showed a wide variety of preferences on the question of team organization. The group with the
strongest preference for consensus organization was the French. Many studies have noted French
individualism. (Edward T. Hall and M. Reed Hall, Understanding Cultural Difference,
Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, 1990.)
Perhaps a consensual arrangement in the individual French person’s eyes is the best way to
protect that individualism. Despite the Japanese reputation for consensus arrangements, only 45
percent of the Japanese respondents claimed to prefer a negotiating team based on consensus.
The Brazilians, the Chinese, and the Mexicans to a far greater degree than any other groups
preferred one-person leadership, a reflection perhaps of the political traditions of those countries.

10. Risk taking: High or low?
Research supports the conclusion that certain cultures are more risk averse than others. (Geert
Hofstede, Culture’s Consequences: International Differences in Work-related Values (Newbury
Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1980).
In deal making, the negotiators’ cultures can affect the willingness of one side to take risks– to
divulge information, try new approaches, and tolerate uncertainties in a proposed course of
action. The Japanese, with their emphasis on requiring large amount of information and their
intricate group decision-making process, tend to be risk averse. Americans, by comparison, are
risk takers.
Among all respondents in the author’s survey, approximately 70 percent claimed a tendency
toward risk taking while only 30 percent characterized themselves as low risk takers. Among
cultures, the responses to this question showed significant variations. The Japanese are said to be
highly risk averse in negotiations, and this tendency was affirmed by the survey which found
Japanese respondents to be the most risk averse of the twelve cultures. Americans in the survey,
by comparison, considered themselves to be risk takers, but an even higher percentage of the
French, the British, and the Indians claimed to be risk takers.
Faced with a risk-averse counterpart, how should a deal maker proceed? The following are a few
steps to consider:
1 Don’t rush the negotiating process. A negotiation that is moving too fast for one of the parties
only heightens that person’s perception of the risks in the proposed deal.
2 Devote attention to proposing rules and mechanisms that will reduce the apparent risks in the
deal for the other side.

3 Make sure that your counterpart has sufficient information about you, your company, and the
proposed deal.
4 Focus your efforts on building a relationship and fostering trust between the parties.
5 Consider restructuring the deal so that the deal proceeds step by step in a series of increments,
rather than all at once.
Negotiating styles, like personalities, have a wide range of variation. The ten negotiating traits
discussed above can be placed on a spectrum or continuum, as illustrated in the chart below. Its
purpose is to identify specific negotiating traits affected by culture and to show the possible
variation that each traitor factor may take. With this knowledge, you may be better able to
understand the negotiating styles and approaches of counterparts from other cultures. Equally
important, it may help you to determine how your own negotiating style appears to those same
counterparts.

Mediation: The Art of Facilitating Settlement

Some Open-Ended Questions to allow the person to speak or vent or for the
mediator to gather further information:

a.

Tell me more about

b.

How do you feel when

c.

ls there anything else you believe is pertinent to

d.

Help me understand (what) (how)

e.

What is your main concern about

f.

Please explain in further detail about

g. What was your thought process (evaluation, thinking, analysis) when you
said

h.

What goes through your head when you hear

¡. Tell me how a jury will respond to the other side saying
j.

Why don't you agree when the other side says

Provided by John R. Williams, Attorney/Mediator, San Jose, California
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TWENTY-FOUR (AND THEN SOME) TRIED AND TRUE NEGOTIATION
QUESTIONS IN A LIT¡GATED CASE

1.

Do you want to settle your case today?

2.

Do you have any reluctance or apprehension or roadblocks that would keep
you from settling in full today and, if so, why don't you share them with me

3. without saying what your client will (take) (pay) today,

I don't want to know
that, tell me what you think the other side is here to (pay) (accept) in full
settlement today

4.

Are there any formal demands or offers that have been made?

5. what do you think the other side's opening demand is going to be? why {o
you
think that?

6. ln light of your opening
going to be?

demand, what do you think the opening offer is

(No. That is too high. The more likely opening offer is g

7. (what message) (ls there a message) you are intending to send
(offer) (demand)?

I

by that

Let's go through the evaluation process the way a jury would address it.
First, do you agree with the stated (medical specials) (injuries claimed)
(causation) (loss of income claim) (future medical specials) (future loss of
income) (claim of loss of earning capacity in the future) (claim of diminution
of future earnings)?
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9. I understand

your argument. How much then will you allow for evaluation
and settlement purposes of the (categories above)?

10.What is the maximum amount of general damages a jury will give for these
injuries and special damages? All right. Now what is the minimum amount a
jury will give for these injuries and special damages?

a moment from the liability issues in this case. What is
the iniurv value of this case without consideration of the liability issues?

11. Let's step away for

12.1 understand the (demand) (offer) you would like to make. what is your
rationale, your decision making process, in deciding on this (demand)
(offer) at this particular time in the negotiation? Why would (the other party)
be interested in such a figure?

we know, however, the other
side will reject it. Tell me, after they have rejected your figure, what new
(demand) (offer) will they be sending back to you? (ln other words, what do
you think the other side will do in response to that new (demand) (offer)?)

13.1 will take your new (demand) (offer) to them.

14.1 don't think we can ever get (you) (them) ("to six figures") ("a figure starting
with a five") ("250,000") if that is what your client wants in this case.
However, if we ever get them to ($_ ) ("a figure starting with a nine"), wourd
your client be interested in that? (Would such a figure settle this case?)
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15.When you were thinking about this case last night and before you came
here this morning, how did you see this case being resolved? (ln the most
favorable way to you).

16.1 am your tool. You should use me to meet your goals today. How do you
want to use me to accomplish your resolution goals? What would you like
me to do here for you today?

17.ff a judge would allow you only one more piece of discovery by which to
further evaluate your case, what one further discovery effort would you
take? What would you hope to gain (or have the other side gain) from that
single piece of discovery? ff we do not settle this case today - and I will do
my best - what is your step-by-step discovery plan up until trial?

18.|s there any other way, any other elements, by which we can settle this
case other than a payment of money? What do they need that it would not
hurt your client to respond to?

19.You and your opponent are far, far apart in evaluation. What is she/he
missing or not considering that you feel is a fundamental misevaluation of
this case and its value?

out of ten are you (is your opponent) going to win this
defense verdict? What is the most likely jury comparative

20. How many times

case with

a

negligence percentage of the (plaintiff) (co-defendant)?
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21.You seem to feel really good about this case. Why don't you just get up and
leave here today and go try it before a jury? (. . . go get a Summary
Judgment Motion so you don't have to make any settlement contribution?)

22,Have you prepared for your client a Litigation Budget Plan through
discovery and trial? What is the projected cost of defense (or of trying this
case for the plaintiff) through trial? What are your incurred costs to date?
Are there real or potential liens out there that have to be considered?

23. Does your client have a pre-conceived figure in mind? (A set figure he/she
wants to net and take home?)

24. Does your business-person client understand the personal and staff time
and emotional and energy commitments that this litigation will bring down
through trial if we do not settle it here today?

Provided by John R. Williams, Attorney/Mediator, San Jose, California
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STRATEGY

25 Fascinating Charts Of Negotiation
Styles Around The World

http://www.businessinsider.sg/communication‐charts‐around‐the‐world‐2014‐3/#.UztMtPPn_cv

POWER IN NEGOTIATION

Power: the capabilities of negotiators can assemble to give themselves an advantage or
increase the probability of achieving their objectives. From the powerholder’s point of view, the
first perspective fits the power over definition, implying that this power is fundamentally
dominating and coercive in nature. From the other party’s point of view, this use of power
implies powerlessness and dependence on the receiving end – ranging from benign and
supportive (mentor relationship) to oppressive and abusive (dictatorial parent). In the second
perspective, the actor’s view of power suggests power with, Implying that the power holder
jointly develops and shares power with the other. The receiver experiences this power as
empowered and independent, and its dynamics reflect the benefits of empowerment, such as
better employee participation, broad delegation of authority, and a greater capacity to act with
autonomy and personal integrity.
Distributive and Integrative negotiators want leverage tactics over the other. These tactics are
used to exert influence/power over the other party in the service of achieving the best deal for
one or both parties. They






Put pressure on the other party
Persuade the other to see it their way
Get the other to give them what they wan
Get one up on the other
Change the other’s mind

Seeking power in negotiation usually arises from one of two perceptions –



The negotiator believes he/she has less power than the other party therefore, seeks
power to offset or counterbalance the other’s advantage.
In the case of the negotiator believing they need more power, they believe that
added power is necessary to gain or sustain one’s own advantage in the upcoming
negotiation.

Seeking power in negotiation / using tactics begs the question of motivation/purpose –



Tactics used to create a state of power equalization, or
Tactics used to create a state of power difference

Most commonly, negotiators employ tactics to create power equalization as a way to level the
playing field. The goal is to minimize either side’s ability to dominate the relationship. This lays

the groundwork for moving discussions toward a compromising or collaborative, integrative
agreement. In general, negotiators who don’t care about their power or who have matched
power – equally, high or low – find that their deliberations proceed with greater ease and
simplicity toward a mutually satisfying and acceptable outcome.
Power is implicated in the use of many of the competitive and collaborative negotiation tactics
studied, such as hinting to the other party that one has good alternatives (a strong BATNA) in
order to increase their leverage.
***Challenge in a discussion about POWER...two principal reasons in this difficulty




The effective use of POWER requires a sensitive and deft touch, and its
consequences may vary greatly from one person to the next. In the hands of one –
benevolence, prosperity and achievement, in the hands of another, domination and
disorder.
Not only do the key actors and targets change form situation to situation, but the
context in which the tools of power operate changes as well. As a result the best we
can do is identify a few key sources of power!

Sources of Power –








Informational power: Information – accumulation and presentation of data
intended to be persuasive. Expertise – acknowledged accumulation/mastery of body
of information.
Personality/Individual difference power: psychological, cognitive, motivational,
disposition/skills and moral orientation toward power use….a framing.
Position‐based power: resulting from hierarchical orientation that influences
legitimacy/authority, reciprocity, dependence resource control (reward power and
punishment power).
Relationship‐based power: derived from goal interdependence, such as – referent
power and access to control over information, resources and networks.
Contextual power: derived from context in which negotiation takes place including:
availability of BATNAs; organizational and national cultures; and, access to agents,
constituencies and audiences who can directly or indirectly affect the outcomes of
the negotiation.

Dealing with those with “More Power” –




Never do an “all‐or‐nothing” deal
Make the other party smaller
Make yourself bigger








Build momentum through doing deals in sequence
Use the power of competition to leverage power
Constrain yourself
Good information is always a source of power
Ask lots of questions to gain more information
Do what you can to manage the process

The Prisoneru'Dilemma
The prisoners' dilemma is a paradigm for siruatiorx in which no
one wants to cooperare, yer all would benefit if theydid. Its name
comes from the story used to illustrate it: rwo partners in crime
are arrested and pW in separare cells. Th.y have no way of
communicating with each other. If convicted, they wili be
sentenced to life in prison, but the only way the prosecuro r can
hope to convict them of more than a comparati".ly minor offense
-yng,
saft a two year sentence - is for one of them to nrrn
- carr
state's evidence and testify agairut the other in exchange for
freedom. The rwo prisonen realun that if they both sit tighã, each
wil ge_t rq¡o years in prison. If one sits tight and the orheidef.ct ,
the informer goes free v¡hile the other g.tr life senrence. If both
confess, both get 2}-year sentences. The "chart below delineates
the choices and their possible ramifications.

TI-IE PRISONEITS DILEMMA

YOUSITTTGI-il
'SØe

both get
two )€als

I SIT TTGF{T

I DEFECT

I

go free,

¡ou

get a life
sefitence.

YOUDEFECT
You go free,I
get a life
sentence.

Ve both get
fwenlyyeârs.

You are one of the prisoners; what will you do?

I will:

Sit Tishr

Defect
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Respo nses to Conftictt

NOTES

One paradigm for describing dispute resolution styles identifies five
points on a grid, one axis of which represents the value of the issue
being resolved while the other axis represents the value of the parties'
relationship. It is illustrated as follows:

-l

Issue

Relationship
Placing the four possible responses to conflict inherent in a competitive
or positional negotiation is fairly easy; however, how does one respond
to a conflict in which both the issue and the relationship are highly
valued? Is there a response that values both the people and the problem?

I Adapted from Kenneth Thomas, The Hondbook of Industrial and Organizational
Psychology, edited by Marvin Dunnette (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1976).
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NOTES

The collaborator is both assertive and cooperative -- the opposite of the
avoider. The collaborator works with her opponent to find ways both
parties can achieve their goals. This usually requires going beyond the
issues each side brings to the table to determine why those issues are
important and how they can be met. Collaborators may need to
braínstorm new ways each party can achieve his or her bargaining
demands and carefully examine the issues to learn from each other's
insights.

Thus, the greater a disputant values the issues being bargained, the more
likely that party will be perceived as competing rather than avoiding.
Similarly, the more value a parfy places on the disputants' relationship,
the more likely that party will be perceived as accommodating. The
disputant who places moderate value on both the issues and the parties'
relationship will likely be perceived as compromising. Finally, the
disputant that places a high valuç on both the issues and the relationship
may be described as collaborating.
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Cornpleting the diagram,

it appears

as follows.

Collaborate
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''W[N AS N,{UCH AS YOU CAN''

I

I

2

I

3

I

4

1

6

1

7

I

9

1

Scoring Key (Five possible outcomes):
4 X's:
Lose I point each

Your net score
3 X's:

Win I point each

Net score player 2

1Y: Lose 3 points
Net score player

3

Net score player 4

1

X: Win 3 points

3Y's: Lose

I

point each

Exercise developed by Geratd R. Williams and included n

4 Y's:

Win 1 point

kgat

each
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